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Abstract
Studies of dialect acquisition have revealed that certain pbooological features may
not be mastered by children whose parents are not Dative to a dialect area (payne 1980;
Trudgilll982, 1986). Consequently, this study has examined the speech ofyounger female
speakers in St. John's to determine wbctbcr or DOt parental origin plays a significant role in
the acquisition and use of local phonological features.
The results of quantitative analysis indicate that with little exception. non-local-
parcotspeakers appear to acquire local dialect features. However, these speakers tend to use
more General Canadian features, especially when these are innovative, and fewer local
features, than their peers with local parents do. These results indicate that in St. John's,
dialect acquisition is not strictly a matter of mastering local phonological, morphological,
and lexical constraints. lnstcad, the social evaluation ofdialect features appears to be the
critical factor. Moreover, the stylistic profiles ofthe two parental origin groups differ; locaI-
parent speakers exhibit a greater degree of stylistic variation than do those with non-local-
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Dialect acquiJition
In St.John's, Newfoundland, the local dialectdiffers from General CanadianEnglish
lexically, grammatically and phonologically (Claru 1991; Kirwin 1993). Doe result of
geographic mobility between the mainland and St. John's is contact between two Canadian
varieties often viewed as autonomous: General Canadian English and Newfoundland
English. When dialects come into contact witheach other, the acquisition offeatures ofone
dialect by speakers of the other becomes a distinct possibility. In the case of children,
acquisition of the new dialect is not only common, but in many cases, is complete. The
principal aim of this study therefore is to investigate the influence oftbe parental dialect on
the phonological patterns of younger speakers in S1. John's, Newfoundland.
To date, studies ofchild dialect acquisition have bad one of two focuses: the speech
of different generations in dialect areas undergoing change (e.g., Robens &. Labov 1995;
Robens 1997) or the speech of childrul who have moved into a dialect area (e.g., Payne
1980; Trudgill1982, 1986; Chambers 1992)1. This latter body of research bas revealed an
apparent critical age ofdialect acquisition. When introduced to a new dialect under the age
of seven, children will "almost certai.nly" acquire the new dialect perfectly, but iftbey are
introduced to it over the age of fourteen, they "almost certainly will not" (Chambers
1992:689).
In some instances, however, anomalous results nave been found which cannot be
explained by age factors. Often these anomalies do not represent random differences; they
represent instead a group of speakers belonging to what Chambers has labeUed a "social
sub-category" (1995;85), so called because it is not defined on the basis of any social
characteristics of the speakers themselves. The findings of Payne (1980) and Trudgill
(1982,1986), for example, suggest that particular dialect features may not be acquired ifthe
speaker's parents do not themselves have a local accent.
In her research into the Philadelphia dialect, Payne (1980) has found that it is
extremely unlikely, despite being local1ybom and raised, that children with non~localparents
will acquire theshortapattem(174). This highly complex1 pattem involves the tensing and
raising of18!d to [e;a]. Simplified here,l8!dtenses and raises before the front nasals 1m! and
In! as in ham and man (with the lexical exceptions of ran, swam, began) and before a front
voiceless fricative as in glass and laugh. However, tensing and raising never occur before
the velar nasal/'CJI as in hang, before a voiced obstruent (with the lexical exceptions ofmad,
bad, and glad), and in weal2 words like and, am and can. As Payne points out (158-9), this
pattern is further complicated by morphological constraints, same of which are absolute
while others are variable Of all the children investigated by Payne, the only ones who
"consistently raise lIE! in all and only the Philadelphia environments are precisely those
whose parents themselves came from Philadelphia" (Trudgill 1986;37). In other words,
unless their parents are native Philadelphians, children do not seem to acquire the
phonological, morphological and lexical constraints that constitute the Philadelphia short a
pattern.
Trudgill (1982, 1986) uncovered a similar outcome when he found that speakers
''who were born and brought up in Norwich and who otherwise have perfect local accents"
(1986;35) do not fully master the 1~-Ir.uJ distinction if their parents are not native to
Norwich. nus distinction is based on the historical one of Middle English ~ ([:J;J) and ou,
preserved in Norwich English asI~ for pin the lexical set that includes moan, nose and sale
and as 1r.u1 for ou in the lexical set that includes mown, knows and soul. The distinction is
much more complex thanit first appears, however, because it interacts with at least five other
lexical sets (for details see Trudgill 1986;110-3). Of Trudgill's ten participants with
non-Norwich parents, none distinguished between the moan and mown lexical sets. In test
sentences such as Norwich scored an own goal, where the Norwich pronunciation is IlI.un
gu:l!, speakers with non-local parents all produced Ir.un gll.ul! (36); these speakers do not
appear to have acquired all the lexical constraints present in the Norwich phonological
system.
If the role of parents in language acquisition is considered, it is not surprising that
speakers with non-local parents may not master (i.e., acquire native speaker competency of)
the linguistic constraints governing local variants, since it is "parental influence that is
dominant in the learning patterns for the phonological variables" (payne 1980;175).
Research into the acquisition of the phonological and grammatical constraints of (-t,d)
deletion by three and four year olds (Roberts 1994) indicates that the preschool years are the
"most active one(s] [...] for the acquisition of variable rnIes" (Roberts & Labov 1995:101).
As a result, children are learning dialect features between the ages of three and four years
(Roberts 1997;264), ages when their family ties are strong but ties outside the family are
~"".
The parental dialect, however, cannot be a complete explanation for why speakers
with non-local parents can appear (socio)linguisticaUy anomalous. Children with non-local
parents appear to fully master rules that do not display complex: conditioning; as Trudgill
(1982) points out, when the phonological modifications are "purely phonetic, there are no
problems" (286) and the rules are readily acquired. Furthermore, the success reflected in the
acquisition ofphonetic features is "consistent with the observation that these variants can be
added to the grammar by simp!erule addition" (payne 1980: 153). KerswiU's (L 996) research
further supports tllis conelusion; he finds that "phonologically simple" rnIes4 can be acquired
at any age (191).
1.2 The shaping of Newfoundland English
Newfoundland English is typically viewed as an autonomous variety within Canada.
It is also an autonomous variety within North America (Bailey L982; Chambel'3 1991).
Previously isolated, Newfoundland represents a linguistic relic area, its English reflecting
many West Country and Irish English features (Clarke 1991: I08). These features represent
the two historical strands of the variety: one originating in the southwestern counties of
EnglandS, and the other (referred to here as Irish English) in the southeastern counties of
Ireland. However. the increased focus on mainland North America in NewfoundJand since
the 1940sbashad"amajorlinguisticimpact"'(IIO)intheprovince: manytxaditional features
ofNewfoundland Englishaze levelling toward the norm ofGcneral Canadian English(I 13).
1.2.1 Settlement
Settlement was attempted on the island ofNewfoundland as early as 1610, but was
inhibited by two factors. One was Newfoundland's seasonal trans-Atlantic fishing economy
and the other was her role during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries as one ofthe main
battlegrounds ofthe French and British Empires (Neary 1973a: I0). With the signing of the
Treaty of Utrecht in 1713, however, sovereignty of the island settled in the anns of Great
Britain.
Within the British Isles, Newfoundland's fishing industry was dominated by the
counties ofDevon, Dorset, and Somerset in England and by the port ofWaterford in Ireland
(Neary 1996:4). It was these areas, southwest England and southeastern Ireland, that
provided the majorityofimmigrants to Newfoundlaod, which experienced its immigrational
peak in the early nineteenth cennuy. Irish immigration in particular was high during the
years 1811·1816 and 1825·1833 (Mannion 1977:7). Hailing principally from the counties
ofWexfotd, Waterford, Kilkenny, and Tipperary(lGrwin 1993:65), the Irish settled primarily
on Newfoundland's Avalon Peninsula. Although Irish immigration has been traced to the
late seventeenth century. Kirwin writes (67):
(S]ince the major incursion of the Irish occurred in the first three or four
decades of the 19'" century, it was these people, bringing their varieties of
English from the southeastern counties ofIrelaod, woo established the basis
ofAnglo-Irish in Newfoundland.
As a result of impoverished linguistic contad with speech of the bomeland since the L830s,
Newfouodland's Irish English bas evolved. as "an independent strain" (67).
1.2..2 SL John's
By 1827, the island's population had grown to 59,571, with St. John's, located near
the nonh-eastem tip ofthe Avalon Peninsula, accounting for over twenty-five percent oftbe
total population (Neary 1973a:ll). Within tbirtyyears, St. John's had replaced the English
ports as the commercial centre ofNewfoundland's fish trade (Neary 1996:4). Water Street
was the pinnacle ofNewfoundland's fishing economy and the city's Irish Catholic majority
was a beavilyentrenched in the island's politics (Neary 1973a:II). St.John's was clearly
established as Newfoundland's capital city.
Within the city, a cultivated variety oflrish English evolved. This was the speech of
the elite mercantile class composed ofootb Protestants and Catholics, and has been labelled
"Upper Class St. John's [risb" (Clarke 1982:92). This cultivated variety was reinforced by
the establishment of formal education when., in the mid-nineteenth century, the main
religious groups like the Roman Catholic Churcb began the practice of denominational
education (Kirwin 1993:69). Kirwin (1993) points out that as a result, children of each
generation received "dialectal support" for their own variety from family, relatives,
community children and school (70). He writes (70):
It was only outside of the schools (or as a result of rare intermarriages
between different faiths) that children in the crucial years of language
acquisition bad a chance of hearing the intonations, vocabulary, catch
phrases, the pronoun and verb forms, or the consonant and vowels contrasts
(and qualities) ofthe children in the other streams ofdenominational schools.
1.2.3 The impact of the 1940s
By the post World War [period. Newfoundland had become a recognized presence
inboth imperial and world affairs (see Neary 1996 for details). Despite her status within the
British Empire and the operation of four Canadian banks in Newfoundland, however, the
country remained largely isolated from outside contact until the mid-twentieth centwy. At
that time, two events forever altered Newfoundland's political, economic, and social
structures: World War IT and Confederation with Canada.
At the entrance [0 the GulfofSt. Lawrence and trade lanes to Europe, Newfoundland
was ofprimary strategic imponance when war again broke out in Europe in 1939 (see Lower
1946). With no local defence establishment in place, the construction of Canadian and
American military bases on the island and in Labrador began in 1940 (MacLeod 1986:2).
The bases poured money into Newfoundland, with Canada spending an estimated
$65,000,000 and the United States an estimated $112,000,000 in a five year period
(MacLeod 1986: 10). But money was not the only thing brought to Newfoundland by the
bases: they also brought North American servicemen into direct contact with large numbers
of Newfoundlanders. These Newfoundlanders had left their outport lifestyles for regular
wages in the urban centres, hastening urbanization in the country. By the end of the war,
one-quarterofNewfoundlanders had been living"in close proximity" (44) to visiting troops.
Politically, the economic boom created by the foreign bases had a profound effect.
For some time previous to World War II, Newfoundlanders had been desiring more control
over their own affairs. They had grown critical of the Commission of Government,
established in 1934 as a result of the island's economic crisis (for details see Neary 1996),
a crisis alleviated during the war. hnmediately foUowing the end of the war, the National
Convention 'Nas formed. Its purpose was to advise Great Britainon"possible forms offuture
government" (Neary & O'Flaherty 1983:161) for Newfoundland. Of the three suggestions
made by the Convention, Confederation with Canada, Responsible Government, or a
continuation of the Commission, voters chose Confederation in a narrow vote in July of
1948, and on March 31, 1949, Newfoundland became the tenth province ofCanada (163-4).
The immediate effects of the union were economic, with benefits exceeding the
expectations of many Newfoundlanders (Neary 1973b:174). Culturally the effect was
profound, accelerating Newfoundland's integration into ''the Nonh American way of life"
(ibid). As will be seen below in section 1.3, the linguistic effect continues and has only
recently begun to be measured quantitatively (see for example Clarke 1991).
1.3 St. John's English
With a 1996 population of 102,O()(f, the cityofSt. John's remains today the largest
city in the province. The capital city sits near the north-eastern tip ofthe Irish*settled Avalon
Peninsula. Irish English features originating in soulheastem Ireland that remain a panofthe
EngJ.ish spoken along the Avalon's southern shore, including that ofSt. John's (henceforth
SJE), are fairly numerous, although many are stigmatized in that they are associatod primarily
with older, male and working class speakers as well as casual style. Phonologically, these
features include (Clarke 1991):
clear, or palatalized, postvocalic III'
2. stop variants oflbe interdental fricatives, SO that 19/ is realized
as [t] and lat is realized as [d]·
3. a voiceless alveolar slit fricative variant of postvocalic,
non-preeonsonantallt/
4. monophthongai/el and loP
5. rounded and retracted IN
6. a tendency to neutralize /~j/ and lajl toward [aj]
The majority of these lrish. English (henceforth IE) features are not included in the
present study; they are unlikely to appear in the speech of the selected sample. In sm, the
stop variants of tel and /61 ~ stratified by socioeconomic status and gender. they are
primarily features ofworicing class, male speech (Clarke 1991 :116). Neutralization ofbj/
and /aj/, along with monophthongal/e1 and /01, also display gender suatification, although
for these variants gender interacts with age: they are predominantly used by older males, born
in St. John's prior to World War 0 (113-4). Age, socioeconomic status, and gender all
stratify clear 11/: it is predominant in the speech ofolder, working class males; its use in sm
appears to be "declining substantially" (Clarke 1986:70-l).
The only vocalic feature chosen from the above List is the caret vowel, represented
in this study as the variable (A). While research on SJE has revealed that the IE rounded and
retracted variant is primarily a.madr:::cr ofolder male speech (Clarke 1986:n), it continues
to be used by other social groups (0'Arcy 1999) and for this reason bas been included. The
variable will be discussed in greater detail in section 2.3.1.
The only consonantal feature chosen from the above list is It!. "The lE voiceless
alveolar slit fricative variant is symbolized by Wells as [tl (1982:429). This variant does not
occur across the board in IE., but is restricted to postvocalic, non-preconsonantal
environments as in hit orjetry. While most characteristic ofolder speakers in SJE, the slit
fricative shows no socioeconomic stratification and is associated with female speakers in the
city (Clarke 1986:73). Additionally, research on SJE bas indicated that the slit fricative is
"at least as characteristic offormal as it is ofinfonnal style"(ibid). As a result, it has been
suggested that m, unlike other lE features currently present in SJE such as monophthongal
101 and rounded and retracted IN, is DOt stigmatized in SJE (ibid). The variable, represented
in this study as (t), will be discussed in greater detail in section 2.3.2 of the following
chapter.
A feature ofSJE not listed above, but included in this study, is themergeroftbe low
back vowels Ia! and Id in words like caught and cot. Unlike the General Canadian merged
realization, the S.JE realization is a "low central vowel, [...] more fronted than the mainland
Canadian backed [...Jvowel" (Kirwin 1993:75). This central realization is "no doubt" an IE
feature brought to Newfoundland by Irish immigrants (ibid), and distinguishes the phoneme
10
Canadian backed [ ...] vowel"(K.irwin 1993:75). This central realization is"nodoubl'"' an IE
feature brought to Newfoundland by Irish immigrants (ibid), aDddistinguisbes the phoneme
systemofS1£ (see Figure 1.1) from the General Ca.naW.ansyste:m shown in Figure 1.2. The
Newfoundland merger oftbese vowels may be a fairly recent pbcnomcnon, however, since
in 1968 Scary, Story and Kirwin DOle that while the merger is "spreadingamong the younger
generation," it is still variable in S1£ (72). Results from the Survey ofCanadian English
suggest the same trend. While Newfoundland respondents claim the lowcst incidence of
rhyming ofthe CQught/cot set across Canada, an increase ofmerger among younger speakers
is indicated (Scargill & Warkentyne 1972:78).
Other features differing in their realizations in the General Canadian and the St.
John's dialects are the diphthongs laj! and law/. also included in the present study.
Newfoundland laj/. like General Canadian laj/. has conditioned raising before voiceless
segments. In Newfoundland, this raising was inherited from the diphthong system brought
by lrisb immigrants (Kirwin 1993:75). Unlike lE laj/, the realization of IE lawl is DOt
"appreciably conditioned" by the voicing of the following segment; the onset is not raised
before voiceless consonants (ibid).
e
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Figurt 1.1 The vowel phonemes ofSJE
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Research indicates that the features responsible for the distinctiveness of SJE are
beginning to level toward the Canadian norm: each ofthe six IE features ofSJE listed above
is being replaced in the phonologies ofyoungerspcakers by variants resembling those ofthe
General CanadiandiaiectofEnglish(Clarke 1991: 113). Hampson's (1982) dataalso suggest
that younger speakers in Newfoundland look to Toronto and "other mainland centres" (55)
for their model of prestige speech. The pattern by which Canadian features seem to be
entering SJE confirms this: research shows them entering through formal speech.
Clarke (1991) finds that age is the most important social variable in SJE, marking
"significant differences in language usc" (112). Interestingly, younger generations differ
significantly from older generations not so much in casual speech as in formal style (119).
Additionally, this change in SJE is led by the highest socioeconomic groups (120). Good
examples ofthesc trends are the rates of Ire! Retraction and Lowering and (aw)-Fronting
among younger upper class females in St. John's (116-7), two current cllanges in progress
in General Canadian English (see section 1.4).
Labov (1994) defines change from above as being introduced "with full public
awareness" by the dominant social class, appearing primarily in careful speech (78). The
socioeconomic status ofthe initiators suggests that change in St. Jolm's is proceeding from
above, a suggestion which is strengthened by the stylistic diffusion of the changes. While
change from below is more common, Clarke (1991) points out that the linguistic standard
ofSt. John's is being increasingly defined in terms ofacommunity external norm, a situation
which to date has not been extensively documented in sociolinguistic research (120).
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1.4 General Canadian English
This study assumes that General Canadian English is influencing the dialect spoken
in St. Jolm's. Consequently, the major phonological features ofthe former will be outlined
h=.
General Canadian Englisl1 (henceforth CE) is an autonomous national variety,
spreading from Ontario in the east to British Columbia in the west (Avis 1973a; de Wolf
1988,1990). Even the speech ofthe Maritimes is affected by CE (Avis 1986). (t is this vast
geographic span that renders CE's homogeneity surprising (Chambers 1991), although this
is not to suggest that regional differences do not exist. Some ofmese differences are lexical,
such as the preponderance of bluff in Manitoba and Saskatchewan for 'a group of trees'
(Bailey 1982), while others are phonological.
Chambers (1991) categorizes these regional varieties according to the ethnicityofthe
founders. Examples include German enclaves like LWlenburg, Nova Scotia, many Wlstudied
rural dialects founded by Polish and Dutch immigrants, and Scots-Irish and Irish enclaves
like Cape Breton Island in Nova Scotia and Elgin COWlty in south-western Ontario (94-5).
NewfoWldland English is considered an autonomous, albeit threatened, variety within
Canada (92).
Despite such regional differences, however, CE persists as a national variety,
"exhibiting much that is singularly Canadian" (Avis 1973a:43). Within World English,
American English (henceforth AE) is CE's closest affiliate (frudgill & Hannah 1985).
While these two varieties are primarily distinguished at the level ofthe lexicon (Scargill &
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Warkcntync 1972; Woods 1999), it is the phonology of CE that is responsiblc for the
Ugrcatcst systematic diffcrence" between thc two (Woods 1999:26). CE and AE share the
standard.~Iy uniform and stablc" twenty-four consonant system of English. the
voicing of intervocalic hi, the teodcncy to syllabify word-finalll.m,nl with the insertion of
an cpenthctic schwa as in thc pronunciation ofmai/as ['mciat], thc usc of[ae] instcadof[a:]
in thc lcxical askdass, and the placcmcnt ofsecondary stress on the penultimatc syllabic of
words coding in -ary and.-ery (dc Wolf 1992:30-1).
Thc phonological variablcs which arc considered charactcristic of, but arc by no
mcans limited (0, CE 'O and which lcnd to diffcrentiatc thc Canadian and American varicties
of English arc:
I. (aD,(Aw): thc raising (and centralizing) oflbe initial clements oflbc laY
and lawl diphthongs before a tautosyUabic voiceless consonant
(sec Chambers 1973,1989)
2. (a): the more cxtensive mergcr ofthc caught/cot opposition in
CE than in AE
3. (hw): the agc-related variablc pronunciation of orthographic
'wh'as [hwJ
4. Gu): thc tendency to retain thc glide after syUable-initial/st/,/dJ
and In!, at least in formal style
(for a discussion of stylistic stratification see Clarke 1993a)
As previously discussed, CE does not make a phonemic distinction between the two
low back vowels. Instead, the phonetic realization ofthe CE (a) variable is in free variation,
alternately realized as unrounded [oj or as rounded [0] (de Wolf 1992:34). The result is a
distinct CE vowel system often vowel phonemes, illustrated in Figure 1.2 below, plus schwa
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alternately realized as unrounded [aJ or as rounded [oj (de Wolf 1992:34). The result is a
distinctCE vowel system often vowel phonemes, illustrated in Figure 1.2 below, plus schwa
and three falling diphthongs, laj, aw, :ljl.
,
,
Fig. 1.1 The vowel phonemes orCE
The stability of the CE vowel system and its ensuing absence of chain shifts has
resulted in Labov's (1991) classification ofCE as belonging to a third dialect of North
American English (33). This division ofNorth American Eoglish into three major dialect
types is based primarily on patterns ofchain shift and merger. Labov's two pivot points for
this division are the status ofthe low front position, which he refers to as short a, and the low
back region. That is, whether or not shan a remains a single phoneme and whether or not
short open°and long openo, Labov's representation ofthe low back vowels, remain distinct
or merge asa single phoneme determines the dialect type (12). The Northern Cities Shift and
the Southern Shift of the United States are distinguished on the basis of movement in the
short a pivot, with the low back vowels remaining distinct in both dialects (14;22). The
Third Dialect, to which CE belongs, is differentiated from the flCSt two by the merger of the
low back vowels (discussed above) and the stability of short a (30)\.
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Clarke, Elms and Youssef(I99S), however, show that not only is CE short a not
stable, but that the whole CElax vowel system is in fact shifting: It! andltl are lowering, ffl!
tends to lower andfor centralize, and fel, Labov's short a pivot, is backing in the direction
ofla! (212). Clarke etal. suggest that this last shift, lrel retraction, is possible becauseoftbe
distinctive CE merger nftbe low back vowels, the merger having triggered tbe lowering and
retraction of the entire CE lax: front vowel system (212).
Completely unrelated to the ongoing shift in tbe CE lax vowel system, the diphthongs
lajl and particularly lawl remain salient features of CEo This saliency is the result of
Canadian Raising l 2, a relatively recent phenomenon in CE (see Chambers 1989 for details).
This process raises (and centralizes) the initial clements ofthe diphthongs in the environment
preceding a tautosyllabic voiceless consonant, resulting in [aj] and ["w] respectivelyll.
Elsewhere, before voiced segments and word-finally, tbe nuclei remain low.
The distinctive CE (aw) diphthong, however, is undergoing a change: the nucleus is
being fronted by younger, particularly female, speakers (Chambers & Hardwick 1986;
Davison 1987; Chambers 1989; Hung, Davison & Chambers 1993). While fronted nuclei
occur more often in the 'elsewhere' environment, fronting is begin.ni.ng to interfere with
raising. Because lhe favoured nucleus is low [a], "regardless ofthe voicing ofthe following
segment" (Chambers 1989:80-0, speakers are sometimes producing low nuclei before
tautosyllabic voiceless consonants. Hung et at. (1993) refer to this tendency as
(awrNon-Raising(248). Theirexaminationofdata from Vancouver, Victoria and Toronto,
however, shows no coherent pattern for Non-Raising. Although too early to tell, it is
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possible that Non-Raising may be becoming the younger speaker norm (255). This
possibility is suggested by greater occurrences ofNon-Raising by the younger females than
by the younger males in all three cities, while the opposite is true ofthe adults. Should it be
the case, however, that Non-Raising is on the increase, Chambers (1989) warns that the
Canadian Raising rule for lawl could eventually be eliminated in CE (82).
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Cbapter2
Methodology
2.1 IntrodUctiOD
'The theoretical framework within which this study has been condUCled is Labovian.
Thedata, elicited in both formal and informal contexts, has becnquantified forthe frequency
of use of tile linguistic variants by each of the sixteen participants. Statistical analysis has
been employed in order to determine significant linguistic differences among the social
groups as well as the effects ofstylistic conditioning on the majority ofthe variables included
in the study. The sampling procedure diverges from Labovian methodology. As explained
below, ajudgemental, rather than random, sample was obtained.
2.2 Sampling methodology
Traditional Labovian methodology emphasizes random sampling as a means of
obtaining a representative account oflanguage within a community, ~thouta bias toward
any particular subgroup in the population" (Milroy 1987:18). It was exactly one oftbese
subgroups, however, that this research aimed to study. Consequently,judgement sampling
was ideal, panicularlyas previous research (Clarke 1986,1991) has established that gender,
age and socioeconomic status all contribute to phonological patterns in S1. John's.
The validity ofj udgement sampling in sociolinguistic research bas only recently been
recognized. lnjudgement sampling, however, sociolinguists join other social scientists who
make use offield research (Chambers 1995:41), recognizing that sampling "on the basis of
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specifiable and defensible principles" (Milroy 1987:28) maybe more realistic than aiming
for true representativeness. Milroy (1987:26) notes lhat:
the principle underlyingjudgement sampling is that the researcher identifies
in advance the types of speakers to be studied and then seeks out a quota of
speakers who fit the specified categories.
The types of speakers sought for this research were determined by four categories: age,
gender, socioeconomic status and parental origin. Only two ofthesc:, age and parental origin,
function as independent social variables. These will be discussed in sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2
below. Gender and socioeconomic status limit the sample to specific social groups.
The category ofgenderrestriets the sample to females. As noted in Chapter I, local
features are not stable in SJE, but are being levelled toward the CE norm. As previously
discussed (see section 1.3), the fact that the stylistic diffusion of CE features appears to be
led by the highest socioeconomic group suggests that change in SI. John's is proceeding from
above. Labov (1990) has hypothesized that when change enters a community from above,
it is women who favour the incoming prestige forms (213).
The categoryofsocioeconomic status restricts the sample to middle--<:Iass informants.
No socioeconomic index was devised. Rather, selection was based on the education of the
parents. Non-local-parentspeakers have at least one parent who is a university professor and
local-parent speakers have at least one parent with a post-secondary degree. Additionally,
a questionnaire was filled out by all participants to confinn the similarity of their
backgrounds, thus further ensuring the homogeneity of the sample'.
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In order to ensure the anonymity ofthe participants, each chose an alias for herself
at the time ofher interview. Whenever reference is made to a particular participant, her alias
is used.
2.3 Social variables
As mentioned above, the calegories on which sample selection was based were age,
gender, socioeconomic status and parental origin. While gender and socioeconomic status
ensure homogeneity by restricting the sample to specific social groups, age and parental
origin function as independent variable~. Table 2.1 shows the overall construction of the
samplel .
Table 2./ The 16 subject sample
ParentalOrigiD
Ag'
Preadolescent
Adolescent
2.3.1 Age
Local NOD-Local
The categOly of age restricts the sample to younger speakers and divides the
participants equally inlO two cells: eight preadolescents and eight adolescents. At the time
ofthe interviews the participants in the preadolescent cell ranged between the ages of8 and
12'; those in the adolescent cell ranged between the ages of 16 and 17.
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As touched on in section l.t, children have more or less fully developed their
phonologies by the age of six or seven years, having already acquired all of the "important
ruJes" (KerswiU 1996: 192). Labov (1964) argues that during preadolescence, children begin
to acquire their local vernacular in accordance with peer group usage (91), aclaim that holds
according to Kerswill (t996:192), albeit with certain limitations such as those found by
Payne (1980) and Trudgill (1986). Eckert (1988) suggests that during preadolescence,
parental social class is the best predictorofvowel qualities (20 I) but that during adolescence,
it is social identity that becomes the best predictor. Consequently, it was likely that a
difference in usage roightappear as a function ofage in the current study. There was no way
of predicting, however, whether or not age would interact with parental origin.
2.3.2 Parental origin
TItis category is critical to the principal aim ofthis study, which is to determine how
the phonologies of speakers with non-local parents differ from those of speakers with local
ones. As discussed in Chapter 1, this aim stems from the finding of Payne (1980) and
Trudgill (1982,1986) that even when born and raised in the area, speakers are wilikely to
master all local dialect features if the parents themselves do not have a local accent. The
obvious implication, which has thus far not been stated, is that alL participants must have
been born and raised in, or around, St.John's. The sixteen participants were selected to fill
one of two cells, based on the origin of their parents. Local.parent speakers have parents
born in and around St. John's. Non-local-parent speakers have parents from away.
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The definition "from away," however, is overly simplistic. Non-local parents are
from mainland Canada, although this again is anoversimplification. Ideal non-local parents
are from areas ofCanada where CE is the linguistic norm, which implies that they speak the
CE variety. In the preadolescent cetl only the mothers fit this description: the fathers are all
from other dialect areas, either of the United States or Great Britain (see Appendix B).
However, this is unlikely to present a problem. TrndgiH (1986) notes thar in Norwich the
ability to master the 1u:J-fr..uJ distinction depends, in some cases, solely on the mother's
accent (35). This suggests that CE homogeneity is impottant in the instance of non-local
mothers, while the linguistic origin of non-local fathers may be less crucial.
2.4 Linguistic variables
This study includes nine phonological variables. Eight ofthese are vocalic; these are
discussed in section 2.4.1. The last variable, which is discussed in section 2.4.2., is
consonantal. A summaryofthe nine variables and their variants is provided at the end ofthe
section in Table 2.2.
2.4.1 Vocalic variables
l.(ar)
This variable represents the word-final and preconsonantal Nrl sequence of words
like star and start. This variable is realized in CE with a low back vowel as [aJ] - [OJ} (de
Wolf 1992:33), and with a low front vowel as [a:J] in SJE' (Kirwin 1993:76). An
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intermediate variant also occurs in SJE. realized with a low central vowel as (81) (D'Arcy
1999:4).
A distinction bas DOt been made between the two phoDetic realizations ofme CE
variant; all CE tokens have been coUapsed under the rubric oftbe unrounded variant (a).
The analysis is ternary, based on the dimension of backness. The contrasts are SJE front
(ZJ). SJE central (81). and CE back (aJ].
2. (tr)
This variable represents the raising ofprevocalic /zrl to (&J) in words like marry and
guarantee in innovative CEo The maintenance of prevocalic (ZJ] is an historic feature of
English shared by most varieties, including lE (Wells 1982:420) and conservative varieties
of CEo This historic realization appears to be giving way to the innovative CE influence in
Newfoundland, however. raising to (tJ] in prevocalic position (paddock 1981 b:29).
The distinction is binary, contrasting innovative CE (£J) with the more conservative
(ZJ) variant.
3. (a)
This variable represents historical, Middle English (:» fowtd in the Modem English
cot lexical set. As discussed in Chapter I, this vowel is realized in CE with a low back
vowel as (a] - [0] (de Wolf 1992:34). In SJE the realization is a low central vowel, (a)
(Kirwin 1993:75). Furthennore, an intennediate variant also occurs in St. John's. The
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phonetic realization of this vO,",,"el is neither as centIal as (aJ nor as back as (aJ (D'Arcy
1999:4). This intermediate variant will be symbolized here as raj.
As with the variable (ar), a distinction has not been made between the phonetic
realizations ofthe CE varianL Once again, all CE·like tokens have been collapsed under the
rubricofunrounded [a). 1bedistinction, based on the dimensionofbackness, is ternary: 51£
central raj contrasts with 51£ inlerlDediate (I] and CE back raj.
4. (,,)
This variable represents the caret vowel of words like cut, ShUI, and blood. The CE
realization is ("J, a [ow·mid back unrounded vowel. In SJE the vowel may be rounded and
further retracted, realized as short lax (:l] (Clarke 1986:72). An iotenned.iate variant also
occur.;; in SJE (0'Arcy 1999:4). This variant is rounded, but not retracted., and is realized as
[,J.
As such, the distinction is ternary, based 00 the dimensions of rounding and
retraction. The variants are CE unroWlded ["J, SIE rounded ~], and 51£ roWlded and
recracted[:l].
5. (re)
This variable represents the vowel of words like mad and mat. The traditional CE
realization of this vowel is higher.low front [te]. M mentioned earlier though. CE I'd is
currently involved in a shift, lowering and backing toward low centralIa! (Clarke et al.
1995:212). The S1£ pronunciation oflsel is typically more raised than ineE, realized as [~]
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(Clad::e 1991:116). Younger S1£ speakers, and particularly uppcrclass females, however,
are beginning to approximate the CE lowered and retracted variants (Clarke 1991:116).
Thedistinction istemaIy, based on height: SJEraised [~) contrasts with CE low [ae]
and CE innovative lowered and retracted [a]'.
6. (aj)
This variable represents the diphthong of words like height and hide. In CE, the
nucleus raises to mid-central [a) when the diphthong immediately pr-ecedes a tautosyllabic
voiceless consonant; the 'elsewhere' reali.zationis raj]. As seen in section 1.3, tbetIaditionai
SL John's pronunciation also has conditioned raising before voiceless segments (Kirwin
1993:75). A second, distinct variant exists in SIE, in which the nucleus is raised but also
retracted. This variant is realized as [".i].
Thedistinction is ternary. Thecontrasts are CElS1£ [aj], CFJS1£ raised [ajJ, and SJE
7. (aw)-1
This variable represents the diphthong of words like house and out. Discussed in
Chapter I, this diphthong undergoes Canadian Raising in CE when it occurs before a
tautosyllabic voiceless consonanL lbe raised nucleus is realized as mid back rA) and the
'elsewhere' realization is low back [a] (Chambers 1989:80). As also mentioned. the nucleus
ofNewfoundland [E/aw! is notallophonica11yconditioned (Seary et at. 1968; Kirwin 1993).
Unlike the CE diphthong whose traditional low nucleus is a back vowel, the traditional
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Newfoundland oucleus may be more fronted? Moreover, the CE innovation of (aw)
Fronting discussed in section 1.4 results ina fronttd nucleus. Nonetheless, the sole focus for
this variable is nucleic height in the raising environment; its degree of fronting is not
relevant.
The analysis is binary; the variants are raised [ew-ew-Aw] and low [lew-aw-
~l·
g. (aw}2
This variable also represents the diphthong of words like house and out. The focus
of(aw)-2, however, is the dimension ofbackness. As discussed in section 1.4, this variable
is undergoing (aw)-Fronting in CE, an innovation that fronts the nucleus in both the raising
and the 'elsewhere' environments (Chambers 1989:80). The result is a prolifern.tion of
variants, which Hung et al.(I993:248) list as:
[I\W], [Ilw], [tw] '_[-voice)
[awl, [awl, [lew]' _ [+ voice]
The phenomenon known as (aw)-Non-Raising (Hung etal. 1993:248; see also 1.4
above), which interferes with (aw}Fronting(Chambers 1989:81-2), has not been considered
here. As a result ofthe lack ofa coherent pattern for Non-Raising in Hung et a1. 's extensive
data, the analysis of(aw}2 considers only fronting.
As such, the variants are back [ow - AWJ, intermediate [aw -awl, and front [leW-
tw).
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2.4.2 ConsonaDtal variable
1.(t)
This variable represents postvocalic, non.preconsonantal, wordAinal/tJ. In CE, (t)
is realized as [tj - [t'] - [tJ. but in SJE it can be realized as a voiceless alveolar slit fricative,
(tJ (Clarke 1986.1991; Kirwin 1993; cF. Lanari 1994).
The distinction is binary; tokens are considered to be representative ofeither the CE
stop variant [t] or the S1£ slit fricative variant (tJ.
TQhl~ 1.1 SummlUY ofvariablcs and variants
Variable Variants
(M) [OJ] ["J {a:J]
(El) [EJ] Wt~ (EeJ]
<a) [oj [.J [aJ
<.) [.J ~I ['1
(,,) [aJ ["J [~J
(aD [ajl (aj) [·jl
(aw"l [EW-IlW-AW]~ {aew-aw-aw]
(aw"2 raw-Awl [aw-ewJ [EeW-EW}
(t) [II f~;~~~~ [(]
2.5 Stylistic variatiOD
In this thesis, the approach to style is based on traditional Labovian methodology;
style is "measured by the amount ofattcntion paid to speech" (Labov t 972a;208). Style is
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thus viewed as a continuum., ranging from casual style in informal contexts wihere Little or
no attention is paid to speech, to increasingly careful styles in formal contexts wlhich involve
greater amounts of attention to speech.
AJthough this view of stylc bas been questioned (see for examplc BeU 1984 and
Milroy 1987), stylc hcre is inteoded purely as a mcthodological construct. Each stylc is
intended to resemblc, not imitate, speech in a specific context.
Thc stylistic contcrt has been controUed to elicit two styles: careful and c=asual'. The
mcthods used to obtain these are discussed below in sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2.
2.5.1 CaTtful stylt
Careful stylc has been elicited via the reading of a word list, which is IProvided in
Appendix C. While Labov (I 972a) places minimal pailS at the outermost edgc otfthc formal
spectrum, whcre thc attcntion givcn to individual phones is maximized (85),. word lists
follow shortly behind, allowing considcration of isolated pronunciations.
lahov (1982) notes that stylistic variation can be established with "a frequency set
up by as few as 10 occurrences of a particular variablc" (85). In order to make any
generalizations about stylistic variation, therefore, no fewerthan tcn tokens ofvariables with
binarycontrasts have been included. Forthose variables realizing ternarycontraslls, a greater
number of10uns have been incorporated.
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2.5.2 Casual style
The speech style traditionaUy elicited in an interview situation is careful (Labov
1982:61). In this study, however, the intervic:wwas designed to induce: a morc:casual speech
style. From the: Labovianpenpc:ctive, thc:carc:fulIcasuai distinction is basedonlhc: fnrmatity
of the: context and the resulting attention paid to speech. Careful style is used when
answering questions "which are formally recognized as 'part of the interview'" (ibid).
Casual style, on the other hand, is "spc:c:ch used in informal situations, where 00 attention is
directed to language" (66).
Two settings which may elicit casual speech in the careful context are those which
involve a third person and those which result in speech oot given in direct response 10
questions (Labov 1982:68-9). Milroy (1987) points out that interviewing groups rather than
individuals has the effectof'outnumbering' the interviewer, thus decreasing the chances that
interviewees will simply wait to answer directed questions (62). 1llc: success of this
methodology was oolc:d in Labov (19nb:210), when two interviewees spoke more often 10
each other than to the inlc:rviewer, providing ricbc:r data than in individual rc:cording
sessions. This behaviour does DOt imply that inte:rvic:wec:s forget they arc: being observed,
but it does suggest that the: effect ofthe interviewer is countenlCled by the operation ofgroup
dynamics (Milroy 1981:63). As such, the interview session in the present study was
designed to take advantage of this in an attc:ropt to elicit a casual spc:c:ch style.
The participants were interviewed in pairs, consisting ofone noo4 1oca14 parent speaker
along with a close friend who matched the criteria for local-parent speakers. While this
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design was intended to reduce the coIlSlIaints ofthe interview context. it was also aimed to
facilitate generalizations aboutthe similarities and differences in the speecb ofnon·local and
local·parcnt speakers. Because the participant pairs arc friends and were interviewed
together, their elicited speech can be assumed to more closely resemble their unmonitorcd
vernacular usage.
2.6 Data analysis
The data used in this study were collected in two rounds of interview sessiODS. The
first of these occUITed in April 1999 when the preadolescent group interviews were
conducted. The second occWTed in February 2000. It was at tbis time that the adolescent
interviews were conducted and that the preadolescents recorded a second, expanded word
list. It is the data from this second reading that arc analyzed berein'.
The interviews, all ofwhicb were conducted in St.John's, were recorded using Sony
TC·142 tape-recorders. Each lasted approximately one to one and a balfhours. A tota.! of
5393 tokens were collected, swnmanes of wtuch can be found in Appendix O. The
frequency of use of the individual variants on the part of each of the 16 subjects was
ensuingly quantified.
When the data from the freeconversationsegmcnts ofthe interviews wcrcquantificd,
an upper limit per participant was set on the number of times any individual lexical item
would be analyzed asa token oCa particular variable. lbis limit was set at fiveoccum:nces,
after which time the word was excluded as a possible token10. An upper limit was also set
]0
on the number of tokens collected per variable per participanL This limit of 35 tokens
reflects a number of factors and was motivated by a desire to keep the data as balanced as
possible ll • It was found that within the preadolescenl group, a fewoftbe participants were
a little shy and quite a few minutes passed before they started to speaIc more often and in
longer sentences. Other participants did not have this problem but simply did not produce
as many tokens as others did. As a result, these participants provided less data. Moreover,
because each cell contains only four participants, the results could easily have been skewed
ifhighly uneven numbers of tokens were collected for each speaker.
Statistical analysis ofthe significance ofthe independent social variables ofage and
parental origin employed the ANOVA subroutine of the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SSPS), version 8.0. A series ofoine one-way ANOVAs was conducted for each
phonological variable using one of the independent social variables, each procedure lesting
the effect ofage or parentage wilhin groups and styles11. For example, the effects ofparental
origin were tested within the preadolescent group in both careful and casual style, as well as
across both styles. 1be same tests were also run for the adolescent group. A final series
tested the effects of parental origin over the age groups to detennine whether or not
significant differences occurred between L and NL-parent speakers in either of the
conversational styles or when both styles were considered simultaneously. The results for
parenla1 origin will be discussed in the following chapter, while those for age will be
presenled in Chapter 4.
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The effects ofstyleOD the choice oflinguistic variants have also been considered via
a similar series ofnine one-way ANOVAs. lbese results will be discussed in Chapter S.
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Results: Pnenfal origin
3.1 [otroduction
The focus of this chapter is the interplay between each of the nine phonological
variables and the independent variable ofparental origin. Itwill be shown that in S1. John's,
the origin of a speaker's parents is significant for most of the phonological variables
investigated.
The results indicate two patterns ofpb.onetic differentiation between local (henceforth
L) and non-local (henceforth NL) parent speakers. The frrst pattern is that NL.parent
speakers tend to use more CE variants than L.paren1 speakers do. The second follows from
this: L-parent speakers tend to use more SJE variants than NL-paren1 speakers do. A third
result contradicts the findings ofanearlier study: O'AIcy (1999) suggests that while NL- .
paren1speakers use phonetically intermediate variants liberally, L-patentspeakers preferthe
CE and the 51£ variants, largely avoiding the intermediate variants. The data presented here
indicate that neither is the case; the parentage groups appear to use these variants similarly
Section 3.3.3 will examine this result in more detail.
3.2 Re:sllits
3.2.1 The nriable (n)
Quantification ofthis variable reveals parental origin to be a significant factor in the
production ofthe CE back raj] and the S1£ fronted {lei] variants in words like star and start.
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1bi5 is not ttue of the SJE intermediate [3.1] variant. Figure 3.1 shows the mean percentage
usage for each of these variants, according to the paIeD.taJ origins of the participants,
regardless of age or conversational stylet.
".. I',
.. I ",
:s,~
10 ; ~ ~
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CE bad< SJE intermediate SJE front
-- L ----- NL
Figun J./ Mean usage for the variants orear) according to parenW origin
As seen here, speakers with NL parents use the CE variant more than twice as often
as their L-parent peers do. Statistical analysis reveals this difference to be significant
(p<.OI). Likewise, the difference in the means for the SJE fronted variant is significant
(p<.OI). Speakers with L parents use this local variant almost six times as often as do their
peers with NL parents.
Differences between the parentage groups in the: use ofSJE [1eJ] remain significant
when the results are broken down according to conversational style, as can be seen in Table
3.1 below.
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Tobie 3.1 Results fortfonted {~] acc;:ording to parental origin and style
Pa..eotal Style
Origin Casual Careful
L 34.04 48.01
NL 4.93 11.25
df 1/14 1/14
F·statistic 5.54 5.41
P·value .034 .036
Ifthe parentage groups are examined over both styles in terms ofage, differences in
tbemeansforSJE[aeJJbetweenLandNL·~ntspeakerslikewiscprovesignilicantforboth
adolescents and preadolescents. as shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 Results for fronted (a:JJ according to parental origin and age
A2:eGrnun PareD'al Ori~D Mean
L 47.25
NL 13.4
Preadolescent df I 1114
F·statistic I 4.62
P·value I .050
L 32.93
NL 2.'
Adolescent df I 1/14
F·statistic I 9.09
P·value .009
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It is interesting to note tha1: within each age group the difference between Land NL-parent
speakers is remarkably parallel; L and NL-parent preadolescents differ by 33.S5% in their
use Of[lCJ} wltile their adolescent peers differ by 30.53%.
Not shown in Table 3.2 are the results for CE (OJ]. Although no significant
differences occur between L and NL-parent adolescents, within the preadolescent group the
greater use of the CE variant by NL-parent speakers is significant (p < .05)1.
3.2.2 The variable (tr)
There are no significant differences between L and NL-parent speakers in St. John's
for lhe variable (er).
'~~I~.,.~
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Figun 1.1 Mean usase for the variants of(&I') in careful style accocding to ~tal origin
As Figure 3.2 shows, in words like marry and guarantee, L and NL~parent speakers have
virtually identical means for both the innovative CE raised [&.I] variant and the conservative
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low (er] variant. The means displayed above account for the data collocted in careful style;
there were 100 few tokens produced in casual style to include data from the less formal style
in any analyses'.
3.2.3 The variable (a)
Examination ofthe results for !be vowel in the COl lexical set reveals no significant
differences between L and NL-parent speakers, with the exception of the results for casual
style.
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Figur~ J.3 Mean usage for we variantsof(a) in casual style according 10 parental origin
Figure 3.3 shows that, in free conversation, L·parent speakers use twenty percent less
of the CE back (oj variant than NL-parent speakers do. This difference is just shon of
significance (p = .053). On the other hand, £..parent speakers produce the 81£ central (aJ
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variant almost eight times In()fe often than NVparent speakeB do in this informal context.
This difference is significant at the .01 level (p - .009, F - 9.07, df- 1/14).
Funher examination suggests that it is the younger L-parent speakers who are more
responsible for this difference in means for (a] in free conversation. Table 3.3 shows the
means for (al in casual style according to age and parental origin. A comparison oftbe
results for L and NL-parc:nt preadolescents reveaJs a significant difference at the .01 level),
while the difference between L and NL.parent adolescents is not significant.
Tabl~ J.J Results (oc SJE [.j in casual styie according to parenw origin ud age
ParenW Age
Origin Preadolescent Adolescent
29.67 17.6
NL 2.73 3.12
df 1/6
F-statistic: 11.90
P·value .014
Differences between the parentage groups in the use of the intermediate [i!] variant
never prove significant.
3.2.4 Tbe variable (A)
As seen in Figure 3.4, quantification ofthe variants 0(") reveals that across styles,
NL-parent speakers use moreofthe CE ("l variant than their L.parent peers do (although this
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difference is DOt significant). On theother band, L-pa.rentspeakers use more ofboth the SJE
rounded ~] variant,. as well as the rounded and retracted [:>J pronunciation. than NL-pamlt
speakers do. Only the latter, however, proves significant (p < .OS). In fact. the NL-parent
speakers never used the 8JE rounded and retracted (:>] variant,. whether in casual or fannal
style.
~~o~
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Figure J.4 Mean usage for the variants of(,,) according (0 parental origin
Again it appears that it is largely the younger speakers who are more responsible for
thisdiffere:nce between the L and NL-parentgroups. The preadolescents ofL parentage bave
an overall mean of4.82% for the SJE rounded and retracted [:» variant,. which., while low,
is significant in comparison to the mean of0% ofthe NL-parent preadolescents (p<.OS). It
is interesting that despite L-.parent adolescents having a higher mean usage for this variant
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(9.18%) than their preadolescent peers. and the failure ofNL-parent adolescents to use the
(::l] variant, the difference between the adolescent parentage groups is oot significanrf.
3.2.5 Tbe variable (ae)
As discussed earlier (sections 1.4 and 2.4.1), the vowel of the mad lexical set is
invoLved in a shift in CE, retracting and lowering toward low central [a]. Moreover, while
the traditiooal CE variant is realized as front (ae], the SJE realization is slightly raised,
produced as (~]. This variation bas resulted in $Orne interesting differences between L and
NL--parent speakers in St. Jobn's.
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Figure J.S Mean usage for the variantsof{lC) according 10 parental origin
As Figure 3.5 shows, across styles NL-parenl speakers use the traditional CE variant
more often than their L-parenl peers do. This difference is not significant. Conversely,
NL~parent speakers use the SJE variant significantly less often than L.parcnt speakers do
(p<.01). Figure 3.5 also shows that the overall difference between L and NL-parent speakers
for the CE innovative [a] variant is fairly large: NL-parent speakers usc this variant almost
three times as often as their L-parent peers do. This difference is significant at the.OO I level
(F - 12.36, df= (130).
Further examination of the results reveals that in spite of the fact that NL-parent
speakers use the traditional CE [zJ variant more often overall than speakers ofL parentage
do, differences in the use of this variant as a result of parental origin arc never significant,
even when broken down according to age and conversational style.
For the raised SJE [~] variant, division of the parentage groups aceording to age
reveals that differences between L and NL-parent adolescents are never significant.
However, the greater use of the 8m variant across styles by L-parent preadolescents
(55.56%) than by their NL-parent peers (33.33%) does prove significant (p "" .01). This
difference between the preadolescent groups emerges primarily from casual style (where p
- .02, F - 9.86. df= 1/6), since it is not significant in the more fonnal CODtext of the word
list. None the less, when the age groups are combined, thegreateruseof[~]by all L4parent
speakers proves significant in careful style (p < .05), yet Dot in casual style.
The results for the innovative CE variant (a] - which, as seen in Figure 3.5, speakers
of NL parentage use much more often than do those of l parentage - show significant
differences for parental origin within both the preadolescent group (p < .01) and the
adolescent group (p < .05). As with the raised (~] variant, the difference in the use of(al
between the preadolescent parentage groups is significant in casual style (p < .01) but not in
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careful style. Also as was the case with [~], significant differences surface only in careful
style when the age groups are combined (P < .01). In this i.nstaoce, the two adolesce:nt groups
also display a significant difference in usage in the formal context (p < .05).
lbese results will be discussed in more detail in section 3.3.2.1 below.
3.2.6 The vari.blt: (aj)
As discussed in sections 1.3 and2.4.I, the traditional SJE pronunciation ofthe height
and hide diphthong has conditioned raising ofthe nucleus before voiceless segments, just as
the CE pronunciation does. However, in section 2.4.1 a distinct SJE variant was discussed
in which the nucleus raises but also retracts., resulting in [Aj]. The results for this variant
indicate that [Aj] is almost exclusively restricted to the raising environment. 1ba! is., (Aj)
rarely occurs in the elsewhere environment: there, out of 397 tokens, the SJE variant
occurred only twice6, accounting for less than one percent of the data. As a result. ensuing
discussions of the (aj) variable will consider only the raising environment.
1be results for(aj) in the raising environment, shown in.Figure 3.6 below, re"ea1 that
NL-parent speakers use the CE variant more often than their L--parent peers do across styles.
They also indicate that the former group uses less nfthe SJE variant than the latter group
does. Not indicated in Figure 3.6 is the fact that an unraised variant never occurred in the
raising environment. l"bat is., before a tautosyUabic voiceless consonant, the nucleus oCtbe
lajl diphthong was always raised.
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Figwe 3.6 Mean usage for the variants of(aj) in the raising environment
according 10 parental origin
Statistical analysis ofthesc results reveals thai although L-pate:nt speakers use the 51£
[ ....j] variant over three and a halftimes as often as do their NIrparent peers. this difference
is not significant. The difference in means for the CE {ej] variant, however, is significant at
the .OS level (p - .027, F - 5.39, df- 1130). Further analysis reveals that the results from
free conversation arc: primarily responsible for this significance.
Tab/e 3.4 Mean usage for [ajl in the nli$ing environment ~rding to
parental origin andst)'lc
Parental Style
Origin Casual Careful
69.75 I 82.43
NL 93.33 92.5
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Assbown by Table 3.4. thediffcrence between l and NL.-parcnt speakers inc:arcful
style is just over ten percent; this diffcrcncc is not significant. lbc difference between the
parcntagegroups in casual style. approximately 24%, is significanlattbc .05 level (p= .031,
F- 5.15, dft=1/14).
3.2.7 Tbe variable (aw)-l
The focus of this variable is the nucleic height of the out diphthong in the raising
environment. As discussed in sections 13 and 2.4.1. Newfoundland IE lawl is not
allophonieally conditioned according to the voicing ofthe following segment; by the rule of
Canadian Raising, CE lawl is. The results from this study suggest that in St. John's, the
Canadian Raising rule is almost always employed by younger females. There were: only six
instances of a low nucleus wben the diphthong occurred before a tautosyllabic voiceless
consonane, accounting for tess than 2% ofthe data. Ofthese six unraised nuclei. three were
produced by l.parent speakers and three were produced by NL-parentspcakers. AU occurred
in the infonnal contextoffree conversation. Accordingly, therearc no significant differences
between Land NL-parcnt speakers for this variable.
3.2.8 The variable (aw)-2
The focus of this variable is the degree of fronting undergone by the nucleus of the
lawl diphthong, regardless of environment (e.g. out. loud). The results for the parentage
groups are displayed in Figure 3.7.
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Figure J. 7 Mean usage for the variants of(aw)-2 according 10 parental origin
It can be seen that NL-parent speakers use fewer back nuclei than L.parent speakers do. but
surpass their L-pareot peers in their use of central and front nuclei·. None of these
differences are significant. That said, further analysis reveals that it is only between the:
preadolescent parentage groups that no significant differences occur. Between the
adolescents, significant differences are manifested in the use of back and central nuclei.
These results are listed in Table 3.5.
T(Jb/~ l.S Results for (aw)-2 {or L and NL-parent adolescents
MUons: 'areolalOrigin Statistics
Variant Difference
DL NL .,
back nuclei 58.06 41.24 9.82 .041 4.74 1114
central nuclei 37.42 51.03 13.61 .023 6.54 1/14
front nuclei 4.52 7.73 3.21
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When the teSUlts for the adolescents are broken down according to style it appears
that it is again free conversation in which usage differences between L and NL-parcnt
speakers are most apparent'. Figure 3.8 displays the means for L and NL.parent adolescents
in casual style.
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Figure J.8 Means for tile variants of(aw)-2 in casual style for Land NL-parent adolescents
Despite the lack affront nuclei in free conversation by L--parcot adolescents, the difference
between the groups for this variant is not significant. Both the greater use of central nuclei
by NL-parent speakers and their lesser use of back nuclei are significant at the .OS level.
3.2.9 The variable (t)
There are no significant differences between L and NL-parent speakers for the
variants of (t) in words like height and Cllt, although the results displayed in Figure 3.9
indicate that NL-pareot speakers use the CE stop variant more often than L-parent speakers
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do in both careful and casual styles. Conversely, N'L-parcnt speaker.; use fe:werofthe SJE
slit fricative: variant in both styles than their L-parenl pc:c:rs do.
'=QU~i; ~ ~ ~
I L: careful NL: careful
L: casual NL: casual
~ CEstop
• SJEslitfricative
Figure 3.9 Mc:a.n usage foc-the variants of{t) accoo;Iing to parental origin and style
The: means for free: conve:rsation in Figure: 3.9 do not include instance:s of{t) in an
intervocalic position. This study has revealed that the SJE slit fricative variant does not
occur freely in this e:nvironmentamongyounger fe:male speakers. From the: free: conversation
data 186 tokens ofintervocalic (l) were: collected; among these tokens a slit fricative: occurred
only once, accounting for less than one percent ofthe data. For this reason, only word-final
and pre-pausal post-vocalic tokens of(t) have: been quantified in this thesis.
3.3 Discussion
The results presented above: indicate that parental origin is a significant factor in St.
John's speech. The:y suggest that NL-parent speake:rs usc: more CE, and fe:wer SJE, variants
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than their L-parent peers do. Although usage differeoces based on parental origin do oot
always prove statistically significant, this observation is true for all the phonological
variables investigated.
Three of the variables have variants that are phonetically intermediate between CE
and traditional SlE pronunciations. These are the (8J] variaotof(ar), the (a] variant of (a)
and the [cl variaotof(A). Results indicate that differences between the parentage grotips in
the use ofthe three intermediate variants are never significant, indicating that the groups use
these variants similarly. lbis will be discussed further in section 3.3.] below; and, as
pointed out in section 3.3.4, it sheds light on possible factors affecting dialect acquisition in
51. John's.
3.3.1 The varUbies (u), (aw)-l aad (t)
It bas been shown that ofthe nine phonological variables investigated. the only three
for which parental origin did not prove significant are (u), (aw)-l and (l).
In the case of(t), the similarity between the groups is not surprising considering the
previous suggestion that as a female marker, the slit fricative is not a stigmatized feature of
SJE (Clarke 1986:73). Social evaluation would account for the use of the slit fricative
among both L and NL·parent female speakers in this study, where even in the more formal
context of the word list it occurs an average of23.39%, or almost one quarter of(t) IOkens.
In the case of (u), the results indicate that younger middle-class female spealc.ers in
St.lohn's are following the CE tendency by neutralizing prevocalic (a:J] to (el).
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For the final variable, (aw)-I, similarity in the results for speakers of L and Nt
parentage, and the resulting lack of statistical significance for the independent variable of
parental origin, is none the less significant in a DOo-statistical sense. It was seen that
instances ofunraised nuclei in the Canadian Raising environment accouot for less than 2%
ofthe data. This result strongly suggests that younger speakers in 5t. John'shave assimilated
the Canadian. Raising rule into their inventories. reminiscent ofUtnari's (1994) findings off
the Avalon Peninsula. Lanari observed that the raised variants of both lawl and lajl share
with their CE counterparts the "characteristic preference for foUowing voiceless obstruent
environments" (138). Sbe suggests that speakers in the Burin region may be:
on their way to defining the raised variants of(aj) and (aw) according to the
criteria of their Canadian raised equivalents. with the raised (ae] variant
assuming the lead in this trend. (139)
The current findings in 51. John's confirm Lanari's suggestion regarding the Canadian
Raising rule in Newfouodland, and suggest that the redefinition process is almost complete
among younger 51. 10hn's females. This is suggested not only by the high degree of
adherence to the raising rule. but also by the parallel rates ofadherence for both the laj! and
lawl diphthongs.
3.3.2 Variables affected by parental origin
The six remaining phonological variables, (aj). (ar). (a). (A), (:Ie). and (aw)-2. are all
significantly affected by the independent variable of parental origin. The results for these
variables suggest two patterns of phonetic differentiation between speakers of L and NT..
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parentage. First. although significant for only two variables, (ar) and (aj), NL-parent
speakers consistently use moreCE variants than their t.-parent peers do. In the caseof(ar),
for example, NL-parent speakers use CE [QJ] more than twice as much as L~parentspeakers.
Second, NL~parent speakers use fewer 81£ variants than L-parent speakers do. This latter
difference is significant for all but one of this set ofsix variables, namely, (aj); and even in
thecaseof(aj) (see 3.2.6 above),NL-parentspcakers usethedistinet raised and retracted SJE
variant of(aj) less than one-third as often as their L-parent peers do.
Perhaps the most striking effect of parental origin, however, is evidenced in the
resuJts for the variables (a:) and (aw)-2. These variables are undergoing change in CE and
for both, NL·parent speakers are leading in the adoption of the innovative CE variant in St.
John's.
3.3.2.1 (Ie) Retraction and Lowering
The (3:) variable is like tbe other variables investigated in that it has a traditional CE
variant and a traditional 81£ variant. It behaves like the other variables in that NL.parent
speakers use the CE variant more often, and the SJE variant less often, than their L'parent
peers do. Unlike most of the other variables, (3:) has an innovative retracted CE variant,
which has beeD shown in previous research to be especially ~va1eD.t among younger,
particuJarly female, speakers ofCE (Esling & Warkeotyne 1993; Clarke et aI. 1995)'D. As
such, the entire sample meets the requirements for (Ie) Retraction but as seen in section 3.2.5,
NL-parent speakers make significantly greater overall use of this variant.
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What is striking about the (ae) variable is that the parentage groups are significantly
differentiated in the fonnal oontext ofthe word list for both SJE [~J and CE innovative [a].
Table 3.6 Mean usage for [~) and [a1 in careful style according 10 parental origin
Variant
Parental Origin
L I NL Significant::e
[a] 4.0 I 22.17 p<.OI
[l!;J 41.5 23.53 p<.05
As can be seen in Table 3.6, even in the fonnal context of the word list L-parent
speakers make very little use of [a], suggesting that the CE innovation is not making strong
inroads in SJE. It is possible that L-parent speakers are not conscious of the ongoing shift
in CE. particularly since their use oftbe innovative variant decreases in ~fUI style from
a mean of8.37% in casual style. In contrast, speakers with NL parents use the innovative
variant more than 20% in careful style, a mean that drops to 14.58% in casual style. The
significant difference in the means for [a] between L and NL·parent speakers in careful style
raises an important issue: the NL-parent speakers are not behaving linguistically like their
L peers. However, they may in fact be behaving like their parents. Meixner (1994), for
example, documents eonsiderable(z:) Retraction in the speech of Ontario residents in their
early 405. It is therefore possible that the NL-parent speakers are (earning the CE shift from
their parents, a source largely unavailable lO their L-parent peers.
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The role ofcareful style in differentiating L and NL-parent speakers becomes more
apparent when the parentage groups are examined in terms ofage. the results of which are
presented in Table 3.7.
Tabf~ 3.7 Results for innovative [a] in careful style according to ~ntaJ origin and age
Parental OriginA.,
L I NL Significance
Preadolescent 1.l4 I 17.27
Adolescent 6.25 I 27.03 D< .05
Both L and NL.parent adolescents have higher means for the innovative CE [a] variant in
careful style than do their preadolescent peers; the age difference in the means for [a]
between preadolescents and adolescents is greater in the NL-parent group (9.76%) than it is
in the L-parent group (5.11 %). As a result. the difference between the means for innovative
[al for L and NLado[escents in careful style is significant at the .051evel (p=.OI3, F -12.10,
df- 1/6), whereas that between L and NL preadolescents is DOL In fact, [....parentadolescents
display a mean ofonly 6.25% in careful style. supporting the suggestion that (e) Reuaetion
and Lowering is a marginal component ofSJE. At the very least,. it is less a feature of me
speech ofL-parent speakers than ofNL-parent speakers, who appear more aware ofthe CE
innovation.
Regarding the raised SJE [~] variant, its high mean percenlage usage by L-parent
speakers in careful style suggests that for this group, contrary 10 NL-parent speakers, the
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feature does not mark: membership in the local speech community. Support for this
suggestion increases when the results for hel in the pre.nasal environment, an environment
which most encouragcs raising. are removed from the analysis. The mean for L-parent
speakers drops from 41.5% to 32.35%,. while that ofL-parent speakers drops from 23.53%
10 only 11.7""'. Even inadolesceoce. where we might expect lower means for local features.
L-parent speakers use (~] over fourtimcs as often as do theirNL-parent peers", averaging
28.13% in comparison to the NL mean of6.32%.
3.3.2.2 (aw)-Fronting
Unlike (lC) and the rest of the variables investigated, (aw)-2 does not have distinct
CE and 8JE variants. The focus of this variable is the incursion of the CE innovation of
(aw)-Fronting. As seen in section 3.2.8, the results for (aw}-2 reveal that differences
between the parentage groups are only significant between L and NL-parent adolescents for
back and central nuclei, particularly in the less formal context offree conversation. Ths is
a striking result for two reasons. First, it is casual and not formal Style that differentiates the
parentage groups. Second, it is only in adolescence that significant differences occur
between L and Nt-parent speakers for (aw}-2. As Figure 3.10 demonsttates, Land NL-
parent preadolescents use the variants of (aw}-2 at similar ratcs.
A comparison of the results in Figure 3.10 with the results for the adolescent
parentage groups represented in Figure 3.11 (adapted from Table 3.5) suggests that as Nt-
parent speakers make the tranSition from preadolescence to adolescence, they begin to
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assimilate the CE innovation into their phonologies much more so than L-parentadolescents
do. As is the case with (2), speakers ofNL parentage appear to be conforming to CE norms.
in this case increasing their use of central nuclei while decreasing their use of bade ones.
Unlike (z) Retraction. however, it is unlikelytbat NL-parent speaker.; an: conforming to the
speech of their parents, since research has shown that (aw)-Fronting is a relatively recent
innovation in CEo one which is clearly stratified by age (Chambers & Hardwick 1986;
Davison 1987; Chambers 1989; Hung et al 1993). As Chambers (1989) points out, for
speakers over 40, "the allophones oflawl remain essentially as predicted by the Canadian
Raising rule; [Awl before voiceless segments, and [awl elsewhere" (80).
~ L • NL
Figure 3.10 Mean usage for (aw}-2 for L
and NL-parcnt preadolescents
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3.3.3 Intermediate variants
The variables (ar), (a) aod (A) are similar in that all three have distinct CE and SIE
variants. They also have a thin! variant whose realization is phonetically intermediate to
these but which is particular to 8JE and does not lypicaJJy occur in CEo The variables and
their variants are listed again in Table 3.8 for ease of reference.
TQbl~ J.8 Variants orear), (a) and (A>
Variants
Variable
CE SJ'E iDtermediate SJE
(u) (OJ) ["'I r""J
(a) [al [.1 [a]
.) '. ,.1 '0'
0'Arcy (1999) has suggested that L.parent speakers tend toward a dichotomy of
variants for the (ar), (a) and (A) variables, preferring either the CE or the SJE variant. It was
also suggested that unlike L~parcnt speakers, NL-parent speakers consistently use a large
proportion orinterm.ediate variants. The results attained here reveal that neither is the case.
Although N[..parent speakers use intermediate variants, their mean pcn::entage usage is
considerably less than the 25% which emerged from the earlier study. Also, as shown in
Table 3.9, L,.parent speakers tend to usc the intermediate variants slightly more than do
speakers ofNL parentage.
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These results indicate that the parentage groups use these intermediate variants
similarly. This is interesting because it suggests that NL-parent speakers have mastered
some local phonological panems. Despite the low means, the parentage groups use the
intermediate variants uniformly: both groups use these variants at comparable rates in both
careful and casual styles and both groups slightly decrease their use of these variants in a
formal context.
Table 1.9 Mean usage for the intennediate variants of(ar), (a) and (A)
according to parental origin and style
Parental Origin
Variant L I NL
Casual style
[wI 29.79 I 23.24
[al 13.89 I 11.34
[~ 7.89 I 5.13
Carefulstvle
(wJ 21.52 I 22.5
[aJ 8.38 I 8.95
[A] 6.9 I 4.38
3.3.4 Evaluation
In a recent article Trodgill (1999) writes that the "conventional sociolinguistic
wisdom" that children speak like their peers and not like their parents is "necessarily correct"
because regional varieties persist despite increased geographic mobility(227·8). The results
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presented here do oot refute this statement, but neitherdo tbeysupport it. What must be kept
in mind, bowever, is that the hypothesis ofthe current research is that differences will appear
between peers as aresult ofparentaJ origin. For the most part, this has been confirmed. NL-
parent speakers use more CE variants than their L-parent peers do. Conversely, L-parent
speakers use more SJE variants than their NL·parent peers do, a contrast that is significant
for five ofthe nine phonological variables investigated. These quantitative differences in the
phonologies ofL and NL-parent speakers have qualitative repercussions. Many speakers of
NL parentage are aware that they do not sound like their L-parent peers. AsKed ifshe and
Jessica, an L-parent peer, sound alike, Daisy responded:
Everyone here is Like, "You must be fiomaway because you have a bit ofan
accent." But when I go to Ontario, they're like, "You're not from here are
you? Because you have a bit of an accent!"
Can it be said, however, that these differences are the result ofNL-parent speakers
failing to master local vowel variants? Ifmastering a variant means acquiring a sound (along
with its phonological, morphological and lexical constraints), then it would seem that but for
one exception - the [::>] variant of (A) - the answer is no. Regarding this exception, it seems
clear that NL-parent speakers in St.John's have not mastered the local variant of (A) since
they never produced 8JE [::>J. Although their L-parent peers used it at an overall rate ofonly
737%, the fact that speakers ofNL parentage fail to use the variant alall is the critical point.
The problems raised by the notion of mastery are particularly evident in the results
for the local 8JE variants of(a) and (aj). While the participantsofL pare.'ltageproduced the
SJEcentral [a] variant of(a) ata rate of22.691'/o in free conversation, those ofNL parentage
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produced it at a rate of only 2.94%. Moreover, this figure represents only seven instances
of [aJ, produced by three of the eight NL·parcnt participants. In terms of [ajJ, L-parent
speakers produced SJE [I\j] at a rate of 32.77% in free conversation; NL-parent speakers
produced it at a rate of 6.670/0, representing eight instances. Despite these figures, it would
be difficult to argue that NL-parentspeakers in St. John's bave not mastered the local [a] and
[I\j] variants of (a) and (aj) since they do occur in the repertoires of at least a few of the
participants. The difference between the parentage groups lies therefore not in mastery per
se, but in frequency of use.
A conspicuous result, bowever, is that as seen iII section 3.3.3 above., NL-parent
speakers do speak like their ~parent peers in so far as the iIltennediate 51£ variants are
concerned. This result in itselfis not remarkable, since there is no evidence that any ofthesc
variants are phonologital.ly, morphologically, or lexically constrained. Since Kerswill (1996)
has found that "phonologically simpte"rules such as those that appear to govern the SJE
intermediate variants can be acquired at any age (191), the acquisition ofthesc: variants by
speakers of NL parentage in St. lohn's seems to be a conventional example of dialect
acquisition. As such, this raises questions about the more phonetically "extreme" local
variants.
As Labov (1994) points out, the'"fu.ll acquisitionoftbe Philadelphia variables refers
not only to the phonetic fonns used but also to their distribution" (340). Children who \Vere
deemed not to have mastered the short a pattern were not so deemed because they failed to
produce the variant but because they failed to produce it "in all and only the Philadelphia
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environments" (frudgill 1986:37). However, while unable to master the shon a pattern.
cbildren in Philadelphia with NL parents were nonetheless able to master local phonetic
forms whose rules ofdistribution were "quite simple" (Labov 1994:340), sometimes subject
to DO linguistic cooditioniDg factors. Rules ofthis type apply across the board,.just like those
appearing to govern incennediate variants in SJE. What is striking about this result is that
like the intermediate variants, the traditional SJE variants do not appear to be conditioned
and yet:, theydo notanain the relative frequencyofusage byNL.pareot speakers as displayed
by their L.parent peers. The question remains as to why this is seems to be the case. While
an in-depth examination of linguistic conditioning must be administered before any
generalizations can be made, it appears that in St. John's, acquisition and use oflocaldialect
features is not only subject 10 the complexityofthe rules, but to some other faccor(s) as well.
One such factor may be social evaluation. for example, research has shown that the
[:)] variantofSJE is highly stigmatized (Clarke 1986). Moregeoerally, there is an indication
that speakers of SJE feel a certain socioeconomic pressure 10 mast-:t another variety of
English (Clarke 1982) and loolc:to Toronto and "otbermainlandcentres" (Hampson 1982:55)
for their model of prestige speech. It is then:fore Likely that speakers with NL parents are
aware ofattitudes toward the two Canadian varieties and for this reason do not model their
speech on the more phonetically "extreme" of the local variants.
Even more striking are the results for the CE innovating variables (lE) and (aw)-2.
NL--parent speakers are following their mainland and not their local peers, confonning to the
CEshifts to a much grealerextent than L-parentspeakers are. This is particularly true in the
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case of(ae). These results raise two questioos: wbere~~parentspeakers learning the CE
patterns for these innovative variants and why are thr.eir L-parent peers DOt accommodating
to them at the same me? This thesis is not in a position to answer the second question and
can only hypothesize about the fiBt.
It was suggested in 3.3.2.1 above that NL-parcnt speakers may be learning (ae)
Retraction and lowering from their parents, since research bas shown that this CE shift is
present in the speech ofspcakers in tbeir40s. Howev-er, given the progressof(aw}-Fronting
in the grammars ofNL-parcnt speakers in St. John's,:an innovation they are unlikely to bave
learned from their parents, it is conceivable that there is another reason for the progress of
these shifts in the speech oftbis group of speakers.
It was initially hypothesized that increased contact with mainland Canada, and
Ontario in particular, was the cause for the linguiS1.ic behaviour of NL-parent speakers,
especiaJly in tbecase of the CE innovatioDS. For insttance, Daisy, an adolescent, spends all
bcrswruners in Ontario with family. Two in the preadolescent group, Suzie and Maddy, are
sisters and frequently vacation in Ontario to visit faunily. However, the results for these
participants are inconclusive. Admittedly, Daisy uses more central and front nuclei oftbc
lawl diphthong in free conversation than does the !"est of her adolescent NL-parcot peer
group. However, two of these peers, who have limi,ed ties to the mainland, have similar
means for central nuclei. In the preadolescent NL--paarent peer group, Suzie bas the lowest
mean for central nuclei io free conversation and aJthough her sister has the second highest
mean for this variant, it is still well below the highest I:!:. As for(ae) Retraction and Lowering,
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Daisy has the second lowest mean forthe innovative (al varianL In the preadolescent group.
Maddy and Suzie have the second and third highest means respectively for this variant, but
it is Danielle who has the highest mean, using [a] an average of 17.86%. Unlike the sisters,
Danielle has limited ties to the mainland. Thus, while it is possible that increased contact
with CE is one explanation for the linguistic behaviour ofthe NL-parent group. there must
beothel5.
Regardless. it is c1earthat in SL John's, the phonological patterns ofL and NL-pa.rent
speakers are Dot the same. NL-parent speakers use more CE variants, especially in the case
where these are innovative. L-parent speakers use more SJE variants. The exception is the
intermediate variants. for which the results for both parentage groups are similar.
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Chapter 4
Results: Ag£
4.1 Introduction
lbe~tsofthis study reveal age to be a less significant social factor than parental
origin in St. John's. Nonetheless, a pattern of age stratification is evident, indicating a
growing awareness ofCE phonological patterns in adolescence.
4.2 R£sults
4.2.1 The variabl£ (ar)
SJEfTont
Figun ct.J Mean usage for the variants orear) according to age
For the NrJ sequence of words like star and start, statistical analysis reveals age to
be a significant variable for the CE back [OJ] variant. As can be seen in Figure 4.1,
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adolescents use this variant an average ofover twenty percent more often than preadolescents
dol. This difference is significaotat the .05 level (p - .046. F - 4.32. df=l(30). Although,
overall. preadolescents use the SJE front (ZJ] variant twice as often as adolescents. this
difference is not significanL The higher use of the SIE intermediate (8J] by preadolescents
is also not significanL
Within the parentage groups, these trends are maintained. lbat is, both L and NL-
parent adolescents use more of the CE variant, and fewer of the SJE ones, than their
preadolescent peers do (see for example Table 3.2). These differences are not, b.owever,
significanL
4.2.2 The variable (cr)
For lheNrV!sequence ofwords like marry and guarantee. no significant differences
occur between speakers as a result ofage for the variable (cr). As can be seen in Table 4.1.
the means of preadolescents and adolescents are aJmost identical; both age groups
consistently neutralize Iter! to (tJ] in the prcvocalic environmenr.
Tobie 4./ Mean usage rorthe Vllriants of{tr) in careful style according to age
Variant
A.,
Preadolescent I Adolescent
["I 95.83 I 94.94
~1 4.17 I 5.06
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4.2.3 The uriable (a)
Figure42displays the mean percentage usage for the variants of(a) according to age.
Although the differences between the age groups are minimal forthe vowel ofthe cot lexical
set, adolescents appear to use fewer SJE variants and more of the CE variant than
prcadolescems do. Again when subdivided according to parental origin, this panern is
consistent across the age groups. However, none ofthese differences between preadolescents
and adolescents are significant.
""[
~r+--"-s-... __--__-__
01 I l
CE back SJE intermediate SJE central
p~~olesc:eot
- - - - - ACoIescent
Figurr 4.2 Mean usage fortbe variants of (a) according to age
4.2.4 The variable (A)
Figure 4.3 shows the results for the variable (A) according to age for words like cui
and shut. Although the differences between the age groups are smaJl, it is interesting that
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contnuy to the results for(ar) and (a), preadolescents appear to use more oftbe CE varian[,
and fewer of the SIE variants, than adolescents do.
""~OJOJ ~
~ SJE ~.,:,,,,, a~t I
CEcaret
iii Preadolescent
• Adolescent
SJEopeno
Figure 4.J Mean usage fort.'Je variants of(...) according [0 age
As can be seen in Table 4.2, a closer examination ofme data reveals lhat it is the L-
parent speakers who are responsible for this age reversal, which will be discussed in greater
detail in section 4.3.2 below.
Tab/~ 4.2 Mean usage for lhe variants of(...) according !Oage and parental origin
Parental Variant
A.,
Origin P.-eadolescent Adolescent
CE (...1 89.76 81.64
L SIE ...] 5.42 9.18
SJE , 4.82 9.18
CE .) 94.3 96.0
NL SJE ['1 5.7 4.0
SJE , 0 0
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4.2.5 The variable (12)
Figure 4.4 displays the means fontle variants of(II:) according to age. As shown, for
the mad vowel adolescent speakers use a greater nwnbet of both the traditional (11:1 variant
and the innovative CE (al variant than preadolescents do. Cooversc:ly, preadolescents usc:
the: SJE raised (~1 variant more often than does the adolescent group. None: of these
diffe:rences are significant.
SJE ratsed ashCE"'"
:~.....
" ....
35' ....
.' .
25" ,
",
CE[a)
Pre~olescent
----- Adolescent
Fipn 4.4 Mean usage for the varianlS of(£) according to age:
Further e:xamination of the results reveals two interesting observations. First. in
casual style, the: means of the: older L-parc:nt speakers and the younger NL-parent speakers
are almost ide:ntical for each ofthe: three variants. This trend can be observed in Figure 4.5
below.
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~~.. '., ,, '
"0, , L
CE [al CE ash SJE raisecl ash
~ lPreaclolescents
E2I lAclolescents
• NlPreadoleseents
~ Nl Adolescents
Figure 4.5 Mean usage for the variants of(ae) in casual style according 10 age
and parental origin
The second observation is the degree ofdifference between the L-parent age groups.
For each of the variants of (a::). the difference in the means ofL-parent preadolescents and
L-parent adolescents is greater than those between the NL parentage groups.
"~1: ~~Io ~ 'l,/-5 ;-1
-10 A:~~ ~~'
~,
CE [a] CE ash SJE raised ash
Ii5i! L • NL
Figure 4.6 Differences in the mean usage ofpreadolescents and adolescents for the variants
of(a:) in casual style according to parental origin
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Figure 4.6 displays the difference in the means for each of the three variants between the
adolescents of each parentage group and their preadolescent peers. The most drastic
difference between the L·parent age groups is the mean of the SJE raised variant, which in
the adolescent group is almost 24% lower than the preadolescent mean. Surprisingly. this
difference is not significant.
4.2.6 The variable (an
The results for the variable (aj) in words like height and lift are almost identical
across the age groups); overall, adolescents use just0.18% less ofthe [ej) variant (and 0.18%
more of the 8JE [Aj) variant) than the preadolescents do. Not surprisingly, the differences
are not significant.
This lower overall use ofthe CEISJE [eil variant in the adolescent group results from
usage in free conversation rather than in word List style. This can be observed in Table 4.3
below. In the formal context ofthe word list, both L and ~parentadolescentsproduce [ail
more often than their preadolescent peers do. In the infonnal context of free conversation,
however. the preadolescent groups use the CElSJE [aj) variant more often (and the SJE
raised and retmcted variant less often) than the adolescents do.
While these differences in the informal context are not significant, they may be
indicative ofthe shift toward CE phonological panerns in St. John's. That is, the higher use
of[ej] in free conversation, the unmonitored speech style, by the preadolescent participants.
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particularly those ofL parentage, may be indicative ofthe general direction ofsound change
in 81£ that sees younger speakers adopting CE norms.
Table 4.3 Mean usage for the variants of(aj) in the raising environment
Age
Variaot Pareotal P~adolescent AdolescentOrigin
Casualstvle
76.79 63.49
[aj] 85.19 78.63
NL 94.23 92.65
23.21 36.51
["j] 14.81 21.37
NL 5.77 7.35
Carefulstvle
79.41 85
[ajJ 82.43 92.5
NL 8S 100
20.59 15
["j] 17.57 7.5
NL 15
4.2.7 Tbevariable(aw}-l
No significant differences occur between preadolescents and adolescents for the
variable (aw)-l, which represents raising oftbe nucleus ofthe lawl diphthong in words like
house and OUI. Preadolescents use the CE raised variant an average of 97.45% and their
adolescent peers use itan average of98.81 %. The 8JE low variant is used by preadolescents
in the raising environment an average of2.55% and by adolescents an average of 1.19%.
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4.2.8 The variable (aw)-Z
Figure 4.7 shows the results for the variable (aw}-2, or (aw)-Fronting, according to
age. A comparison of the mean usage for the preadolescent and adolescent groups reveals
that use ofcentral variants in the lawl diphthong is greater in the adolescent group wb.ile the
use ofthe traditional back variants is less than among the preadolescents. The adolescents
also use innovative front varianlS more often than do their preadolescent peers, although this
difference is marginal.
Preadolesoents
Adolescents
Figure 4.7 Mean usage (Of" lhe variants of(aw)-2 according 10 age
Statistical analysis reveals that none of these differences between the age groups are
significant. However, the results are not as unifonn as this figure suggests.
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When the results for casual style are separated from those for careful style, we ftnd
that in freeconversation, significant differences in the use ofbackandcentral nuclei separate
the two age groups. These results are given in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8 Mean usage for the variants of(aw}-2 in easuaI style according to age
The adolescents use uaditional back nuclei almost 23% less than do the preadolescents. a
difference which is signiftcant at the .05 level (p" .026, F '" 6.19, df-1I14). Likewise, the
almost 19% greater use ofccntral nuclei by the adolescents is also significant at the .05 level
(p- .023, F-6.S7,df= 1I14).
In the previous chapter(section 3.3.2.2), it was suggested that age plays a distinct role
within each of the parentage groups for the variable (aw)-2. A comparison of the results in
Figure3.lOand inTable 3.5 indicates that over both styles, the means foreachofthe variants
of(aw)-2 appear stable between preadolescent and adolescent L-~nt speakers. This was
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not the case for NL-parent speakers and as a result, it was suggested that the greater use of
innovative variants by NL-parentadolescents indicates that this variable is mainly stratified
by age for NJ...parent speakers in St. John's. However, when the results for careful style are
separated from those for casual style, we find that the means are not in fact stable within the
group of L-parc:nt speakers: in casual style, lhe means of L-parent preadolescents and
adolescents exhibit a greater difference than in careful style. These trends can be observed
in Table 4.4 below.
Tabll! 4.4 Mean usagcofdte variants of(aw)-2 by L-parent speakers accon:ling to age and style
Casual style Careful style
V.riant
Preadolescent Adolescent Preadolescent AdolesttDt
back nuclei 80.36 68 41.18 48.75
central nuclei 17.86 32 52.94 42.5
front nuclei 1.78 5.88 8.75
The over 14% difference in the use of central nuclei between the L-parent age groups in
casual style~ is significant at the .05 level (p s .035, F - 7.35, elf- 1I6).
These results suggest that (aw}-2 is therefore stratified by age for both NL and L-
parent speakers; both groups shift toward the CE pattern for (aw)-Fronting in adolescence.
Moreover. it is interesting that the L-parent age groups are significantly differentiated in
casual and not careful style, suggesting that the trend away from the backed realizations is
being unconsciously introduced into the local adolescent speech community.
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4.2.9 The variable (t)
Analysis of the effects of age on the usage oftbe variable (t) reveals no significant
differences between preadolescents and adolescents in SL John's. Table 4.5 displays the
results for this feature. Although the differences are not significant. it is noteworthy that
preadolescents use more ofthe CE SlOp variant. and less ofthe SJE slit fricative variant. than
adolescents do.
Tobie 4.$ Mean usage for the variable (t) according to age
Ag.
Varianl IPreadolesttnt Adolescent
[II 19.65 I 66.92
[11 20.35 I 33.08
4.3 Discussion
The results presented here suggest that in SL lobo's, age is a less significant social
variable than parental origin is. Statistical analysis has revea.led age to be significant foronly
two of the nine phonological variables investigated here, namely (at) and (aw)-2. For (at),
the greater use of the CE back raj] variant by adolescents across styles is significant at the
.05 level. For {aw)-2. it is differences in the use of back and central nuclei in free
conversation that are significanL In casual style, adolescents use an average ofalmost 23%
fewer back nuclei than preadolescents do (p < .05) but use almost 19% more central nuclei
than their younger peers (P < .05).
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Assuming the validity of the apparent time construct', the results for these two
variables indicate a growing adhemtce to their CE patterns in adolescence. Such an
indication is particularly interesting in the case of(aw)-2, since previous research (Colbourne
1982; Clarke 1991; D'Arcy 1999) has indicated a stylistic diffusion ofCE features in both
rural and urban Newfoundland, wbereby CE features are incorporated into more formal
speech styles. The results for (aw}-2, however, suggest that (aw)-Fronting may already be
embedded in the adolescent speech community, since the [..parent age groups are
differentiated not SO much in careful Style as in casual Style.
Forthe seven remaining phonological variables, no significantdifferences were found
between the two age groups. Ofthese seven variables, most show the tendency to foUowthe
pattemofage stratification established by(ar) and (aw)-2 whereby adolescents use moreCE,
and fewer SJE, variants than preadolescents do. These are discussed in the following
subsection, while four that do not fonow this pattern - (u), (aj), (t), and (II) - will be
discussed below in section 4.3.2.
4.3.1 Age stratification
Like (ar)and (aw)-2, the variables (a), (ae), and (aw)-l all foUow the same pattern of
age stratification that sees adolescents using more CE variants, and fewer SSE variants, than
preadolescents do. Although these differences are not significant for these three variables,
it seems that as girls in Sf.. John's cross the boundary from preadolescence to adolescence,
they begin to curb their use of local SJE features and use more CE features.
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Reganiing the nature of this age stratification of dialect features in St. John's, age·
graded changes ~ generally considered to "recur at a particular age in successive
generations" (Chambers 1995:188). Such changes are regular, predictable, and reversible.
Because the participants are middledass femaJes, and because it is likely that the differences
between the age groups are sociolecta.l in nature, in other words, are responses to social and
economic pressures, it is unlikely that the age pattern established by (ar) and (aw)-2 in St.
Jobo's is an example of age grading. Additionally, Clarte (1991) found the apparent
levelling toward CE norms in SL John's to be significantly correlated with age (112-3).
There is therefore no reason to assume that the current age stratification of CE and SJE
features in the city reflects anything other than the ongoing phonological change previously
noted. The stylistic pattern established by the majorityofthe variables investigated, a pattern
which. will be discussed in the following chapter, supports this view. It will be shown that
the use of local SJE variants decreases in formal style, while Ebat ofCE variants increases,
indicating an awareness of the social evaluations of these features.
4.3.2 The variables (&1'"), (ltj), (t) aod (A)
As discussed above, the variables (u), (aD and (I) do not follow the pattern of age
stratification exhibited by (ar) and (aw}-2. That is, rather than using more CE variants (and
fewer SJE variants) than the preadolescent group does, adolescents use fewer CE variants
(and more SJE variants) than the preadolescents for these three variables.
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It must be noted, however, that the results for (&r) are inconclusive at best. The
difference in the usage oftbe two variants between the age groups is less than 1%, and as a
result of too few tokens being collected in free conversation, only the word list data is
available for analysis.
As forme (aj) and(t) variables, the results may suggest that theyarc actively involved
in the process of{evelling toward the CE norm (cf. Clarke 1991). That is, rather than the CE
features being accommodated to in adolescence, a higher proportion of CE variants are
already a part of the younger speakers' grammars. What is interesting about such a
suggestion is the social status of the local SJE variants. Regarding (aj), there is thus far no
indication that ["j] is stigmatized in SJE; it is not subject to overt comment. Regarding (t),
previous research (Clarke 1986) has shown that mis not a stigmatized feature ofSJE either.
In fact, anecdotal evidence suggests that many speakers are not even aware of the local slit
fricative variant. Empirical support forthis suggestion comes from Clarke's(1986) research,
which shows that the slit fricative does not bellave like most local variants in that usage does
not decrease in formal speech styles.
The (,,) variable patterns somewhat differently from the three just treated, in that the
finding ofgreater overall usage of the CE variant by preadolescents rather than adolescents
results from the behaviour ofjustone ofthe parentage groups. As discussed in section 4.2.4,
it is the L-parent speakers who do not follow the general pattern ofage stratification for this
feature. Instead, L-parent adolescents use fewer CE variants, and more SJE variants, than
their preadolescent peers do. As can be observed in Table 4.2, however, NL-parent
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adolescents follow the pattern of age stratification established by (ar) and (aw)-2; they use
the CE [r.} variant slightly more than theirpreado!escents peers do, and as well, use slightly
less intermediate [oj than the younger NL-parent speakers d06, Previous research (Clarke
1986) on 8m has shown that the local [oj pronunciation is stigmatized in SJE. Moreover,
younger speakers are shifting toward the CE [r.J variant Considering the high mean
percentage usage ofCE [r.] by L-parent speakers (see for example Figure 3.4), it is possible
that the leveHing process may be almost complete in sm.
4.3.3 Evaluation
As discussed in Chapter 2, Eckert (1988) suggests that during preadolescence,
parental social class is the bestpredictorofvowel qualities (201) but that during adolescence
it is social identity that becomes the best predictor. Consequently, it was hypothesized that
a difference in the use of phonological features might appear as a function of age in the
current study. This prediction has been borne out, although only two variables show
significant differences between the age groups. It appears, however, that for the majority of
the variables investigated, middle class female adolescents in St. John's wish to be identified
with their peers on the mainland. The indication is therefore that changes in the use oflocal
and CE features between preadolescence and adolescence are in fact sociolectal and do not
represent examples of age-grading. Eckert (2000) writes that:
[A}dolescence is not a magical beginning of social consciousness, but a
license and an imperative to begin acting on certain kinds of social
knowledge that the age cohort has been developing for years. (8)
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The kinds ofsocial knowledge that may be a factor in adolescent trends in SL John's will be
considered in a discussion ofstylistic stratification in section 5.3.2 oftbe following chapter.
"
Chapter 5
Stylistic cODditiolling
5.1 IntrodUc:tiOD
The focus ofmis chapter is the stylistic conditioning ofpbooological variables in St-
John's. Examination ofthe results reveals style to be a significant factor for only three oflbe
nine variables investigated. namely (ar). (a) and (aw)·2. The analysis reveals. however. a
pattern of stylistic conditioning that is foUowed by all hut one of the variables whereby the
mean percentage usage of CE variants increases in careful style, while that of local SJE
variants decreases in this fonnal context. The analysis also indicates that preadolescents are
not "monostylistic" (Wo!fram & Fasold t 974:92) speakers but exhibit a high degree of
stylistic variation. Finally, in Chapter 3 it was seen that parental origin has a quantitative
effect on a speaker's pbonology. The current analysis ofthe results reveals this effect to be
stylistic as well as phonetic. a finding which will be discussed in section 53.3. The
following section, bowever,looksat the effectsofstyle on each ofthe variables investigated.
S.2 Results
5.2.1 The variable (ar)
The stylistic results for the variable (ar) reveal an unusual pattern of stylistic
conditioning, one that is unique among the phonological variables investigated here. As
shown in Table 5.1 below, in words likes/ar and start. mean overall1 percentage usage of
the CE variant decreases in careful style. while the usage of the S1£ variant [reJJ increases.
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Table 5.1 Mean usage for the variants of(ar) according 10 style
Style
Variant
Casual Careful
raJ] 57.63 48.43
[~l 25.85 22.01
16.53 29.56
Although this pattern ofstyle switching occurs within both the parenlage groups, it
is most exaggerated within the group afyounger L-parent speakers. Figure 5.1 displays the
results for this group.
7°1
~: .JOts-;:~~ ::::;;;:--
0,
Casual Careful
CEback
SJE intennediate
SJEfroot
Figure 5.1 Mean usage for the variants orear) for L-parent preadolescents
according to slyle
Between casual and careful style, the increase of29.5% in the use ofthe SJE [reJ] variant is
not significant; however, the equal decrease in the use afme CE variant is (p < .05).
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The variable (ar) is unusual for anothtt reason. Although the overall means for each
of the parentage groups indicate that use of the CE variant decreases in careful style, the
stylistic behaviour ofL-patent speakers is divided along age lines while that ofNL.parent
speakers is cohesive. That is. both NL·parent preadolescents and adolescents decrease their
use of [QJ} in careful style as do L-parent preadolescents, although this decrease in the
adolescent group is minimal. L-parentadolescents, on the othtt band, actually increase their
use ofthe CE variant in careful style by 17%. This result will be discussed fiuther in section
5.3.2.
5.2.2 Tbe variable (u)
The stylistic behaviour of (er) bas not been analyzed. Only 33 tokens occurred in
casual style, compared to the 151 collected in careful style. AdditionalLy, only II of me 16
participants produced tokens ofprevoealic (er) during the free conversation segments ofthe
interviews, two of them producing onJy one token each. As a result of this combination of
factors, DO meaningful generalizations could be made regarding the stylistic behaviour of
(u).
5.2.3 Tbe variable (a)
As seen in Table 5.2, the results for(a) indicate that in careful style, usc afthe CE [a]
variant in the cot lexical set increases while that ofthe more fronted SJE variants decreases.
This result is consistent across the parentage and [he age groups; both L and NL·parent
speakers have higher means for the CE variant and lower ones for the SJE variants
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Table 5.2 Mean usage for the variants of (a) according to style
VariaDt
Style
Casual Careful
[aJ 75.11 86.55
[oj 12.56 8.68
12.33 4.76
What is not consistent, however, is the degree ofstyle switching within the parentage
groups and the age groups. On average, NL-parentspeak:ers shift2.86% between careful and
casual style. Their L-parent peers switch almost six times as much, shifting an average of
12.81%. Likewise, stylistic variation is greater within the adolescent group than within the
preadolescent group.
~~.~~
CE back SJE intermedialeSJE central
~ Preadolescents
• Adolescents
Figure 5.2 Percentage difference in the mean usage of the variant!; of (a) between
casual and careful style according to age
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As can be seen in Figure 52 (negative numbers represent a decrease in the mean
percentage usage in careful style).. the means ofthe preadolescent group fluctuate less than
do those ofthe adolescent group. The adolescents' decrease in use ofthe intermediate SIE
[ill variant fiom 12.25% in casual style to 3.1% in careful style is significant at the .05 level
(p .....025, F = 6.27, df- 1114).
5.2.4 The vari.ble (1\.)
No significant differences occur between careful and casual style for any of the
variants oftbe cut vowel. However, as with the variable (a), three trends are indicated by the
results. First,. overall use of the CE variant [I\J increases while use of the SIE variants
decreases slightly in the formal context. This can be seen in Table 5.3 beLow.
Table .5.3 Mean usage for the variants of(/\) according to style
Style:
Variant
Casual Careful
['J 88.53 93.11
~l 6.49 5.57
[oj 4.98 1.31
Second, L.parent speakers style switch to a greatet" extent than NL·parent speakers
do. Between careful and casual style, speakers ofL parentage shift an average ofalmost 6%.
Speakers ofNL parentage shift less than I% between the two styles.
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Third, older speakers style switch to a greater extent than younger ones do.
Fluctuations in the means of the adolescent group average just over 5.5% belWeen styles
while those oftheirpreadolescet1t peers average less than 1%.
5.2.5 The nriable (IE)
Statistical analysis of the results for the: variable (2) reveals that style is not a
significant factor in the reali.2:.ations of the mod vowel.
As is the case with (a) and (1\), mean percentage usage of the traditional CE variant
is greater in careful style than in casual style. Likewise, use of the traditional SJE variant
decreases in careful style. Unlike (a) and (1\), (re) has an ilUlovative variant, the use ofwhich
increases slightly in careful style. The overall means are listed in Table 5.4.
Tab/~ 5.4 Mean usage for the variants or(lI:) according 10 style
Style
Casual Careful
raJ 11.65 13.54
[.oj 45.93 54.39
[.oj 42.41 32.07
What Table 5.4 does not show is that it is again L--parc:ot speakers who style switcb
to a greater extent, particularly in the case oftbe traditional CE variant. The use of{z} by
speakers ofL parentage increases by 13.6% in careful style. locontrast, NL·parent speakers
increase their use of this variant by only 4%.
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5.2.6 The variable (aj)
As expected, use ofthe raised raj] variant ofthe height diphthong increases incareful
style while use of the raised and retracted SJE ["j] variant decreases. Neither of these
differences is significant.
Notably, it is once again the group ofL.parent speakers who style switch to a larger
extent than NL-parent speakers do. Figure 5.3 displays the means of the L~parentgroup.
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Figure 5.3 Mean usage for the variants of(aj) in the raising environment for L-parent speakers
according to style
White the means ofthe NL parentage group cbange by an average ofless than 1% between
styles, those of the L parentage group change by an average of 12.68%.
What is particularly striking is the difference between the age groups. As sbown in
Figure 5.4 below, older speakers switch an average of five times the amount their younger
peers do.
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Figure S.4 Mean usage for [ej] according to style and age
This distinct cross-over panern indicates that in casual style, adolescents use the raised (ej]
variant less often than preadolescents do, but in careful style they surpass the usage of
younger speakers. Although no significance emerged from the stylistic difference between
the age groups. the results suggest that this variant is more deeply entrenched in the
phonologies of younger speakers in SL John's, while older speakers appear to be more
conscious ofthc: CE norm and anempt [() incorporate it into their more careful speech style.
5.2.7 The variable (aw)-1
No significant differences occur between careful and casual style for the variable
(aw).l. Raised nuclei always occur in words like house and out in careful style, and in casual
style they occur over 96% afthe time. Despite being small, this decrease is just short of
significance (P - .078. F - 3.34, clf= 1/30).
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5.2.8 The variable (a,.,)-2
Style is a highly significant factor in the use of the (aw)-2 variable in SL John's.
Figure: 5.5 shows the overall means for each of the variants in careful and casual style.
Figure S.S Mean usage for the variants of(aw}-2 according to style
As can be seen. the mean percentage usage ofback nuclei in thelawl diphthong in words like
out and loud decreases by 15.62% in careful style. In contrast, the means for central and
front nuclei increase in the more formal context.
Table S.S Significance ofstyle for the variable (aw}-2
Variant df F-statistic: Sil!Dificanc:e
back nuclei 1130 15.02 .001
central nuclei 1130 11.25 .002
front nuclei 1/30 8.32 .007
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In the case of central nuclei, this increase is 11.23% and in the case of front, 4.4%; this
represents a doubling in the use ofboth variants from casual style. lbe significance ofthese
results is listed in Table 5.5 above.
Interestingly, when the age groups are examined separately, stylistic conditioning
ceases!O be significant within the adolescent group but remains so within the preadolescent
group_ The means for the preadolescents are shown in Figure 5.6, in which the stylistic
pattern for (aw)-2 is exaggerated from that in Figure 5.5.
Casual
B.ok
c.nlno'
F~l
Figure .5.6 Meam for-the variantsof(aw)-2 for preadol~ts according lO style
Table 5.6 lists the significance ofthe results displayed in Figure 5.6. The degree of
style switching within the preadolescent group is striking, and combined with the fact that
differences in the means for careful and casual style are significant at at least the .02 level,
••
suggests that younger speakers in 81. John's are aware ofthe CE innovationof(aw)-Fronting
and attempt to approximate it in careful styles.
Tabl~ 5.6 Significance of style for the variable (aw)-2 within the pI'ClIdolescent group
Variant <If F·statistic: 8i..... ifica.ace
back nuclei 1/14 15.97 .001
central nuclei l/14 9.99 .007
front nuclei l/14 7.44 .016
Closerexamination ofthe data, however, indicates that the situation is more complex.
When the parentage groups are considered separately, irrespective of age, stylistic
conditioning remains significant within the L-parent group but mostly fails to be so within
the NL·parent group. Both parentage groups decrease their use of back nuclei and increase
their useofcentrai and front nuclei in careful style; only the first ofthese is significant within
the NL-parent grou.r. The results for L-parentspea.k:ers are displayed in Figure 5.7 below.
The increase in the use of front nuclei in careful style is significant at the .05 level
(p - .03, F = 5.82, df- l/12). The increase in the use of central nuclei (p = .009, F - 9.04,
df- l/14) and the decrease in the use of back nuclei (p" .ocn, F - 13.31, df= l/14) in this
style arc both significant at the .01IeveJ.
These results will be discussed in more detail in section 5.3.1 below.
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Figure 5.7 Mean usage for the variants of (aw}-2 for L-parent speakers according to style
5.2.9 The variable (t)
Table 5.7 lists the results for the variable (t) according to style. As can be seen, there
is little fluctuation in the means between careful and casual style. Moreover, none of the
differences are significant.
Table 5. 7 Mean usage for the variants of (I) according to style
Variant
Style
Casual I Careful
[t] 70 I 76.88
[tl 30 23.12
Notably, this variable follows the established stylistic pattern whereby use ofthe CE
variant increases in careful style while that of the SJE variant decreases. Such a result for
this variable is not necessarily expected. Clarke (1986) found that the slit fricative is "at least
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as characteristic of formal as it is of informal style" (73-4); in fact, contrary to the current
findings, use ofthe slit fricative increased in careful style (see Table 6 of Clarke 1986:81).
5.3 Discussion
The analysis of style has indicated two major trends. The first of these is a pattern
of stylistic conditioning in which the use ofCE variants increases in careful style while the
use of SJE variants decreases in this formal context. Second, parental origin bas stylistic
effects: speakers ofL parentage appear to shift more toward CE norms than do those ofNL
parentage.
Prior to a discussion ofthese trends, a third finding will be discussed: the fact that the
preadolescents in the St. Jolm's sample exhibit a high degree of stylistic variation.
5.3.1 Preadolescent style switching
It is an established sociolinguistic fact that contrary to Labov's (1964) original
proposal (see also Wolfram & Fasold 1974), the acquisition ofstylistic variation begins well
before adolescence (Reid 1978; Romaine 1984; Anderson 1990). The results presented here
add further support to previous research demonstrating the stylistic abilities ofpreadolescent
speakers, as well as to Eckert's (2000) claim that a "child's language is not simply a
manifestation ofan effort to develop 'real' language, but a fully mature linguistic form for
thatstageofchildhood" (10). Not only do the preadolescents in the St. John's sample exhibit
a high degree of stylistic variation, but for four of the eight phonological variables
investigated they shift to a greater degree between styles thando the adolescents. This is best
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illustrated by the differences in the mean percentage usages ofCE variants between styles.
These differences are shown in Figure 5.8.
"I~. '". •1°11; ... ~I. •:1~.:L~•• f:.~~iI. l4I
Car) (al {earel){ashl (aj) (i1w)-1(aw)-2 (I)
fjjjg Preadolescents • Adolescents
Figure 5.8 Differences in the mean usage ofCE varianls between careful and casual style
according to age
These results also indicate that the preadolescents in the sample haveagreateroverall
stylistic range than the adolescents do. As can be seen in Figure 5.8, the least the adolescents
sbift between styles is 1.22% while the most that their mean changes is 16.18%. The
preadolescents on the other hand have a lower threshold of .36% but an upper shifting
threshold of 36.44%.
This greater range does not, however, apply across the board: preadolescents do not
exhibit a larger degree of style shifting for each of the variables investigated. A striking
counterexample was seen in section 5.2.6, where adolescents use the raj] variant of(aj) less
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than preadolescents do in casual style, but make a dramatic shift in careful style where their
usc oflhis variant exceeds that of their preadolescent peers.
The cxaminationofstyie bas also shown that the preadolescents in the sample largely
reflect the adultlike patterns ofthcir adolescent peers. That is. while the means of the age
groups are more disparate in casual style, they tend to converge in careful style. This
tendency can be observed in Table 5.8 below, which lists the means for the CE variants of
the eight variables investigated.
Table 5.8 Mean usage for the CE variants according to style and age
Casual style Careful style
CE Variant
Prudolescent Adolescent Preadolescent Adolescent
[wI 50.46 63.78 31.65 65.0
[al 72.14 n.47 78.57 93.65
['I 92.05 85.48 92.41 93.75
[~l 41.31 50.0 54.04 54.71
[aj) 85.19 78.63 82.43 92.5
[Aw-uw-ew] 94.74 97.62 100 100
{AW-awJ 76.98 54.21 40.54 42.14
80.92 61.01 n.89 75.96
Two glaring counterexamples ofconvergence in careful style are the means for raj]
and [oj, which are more similar in casual style, although this result for [OJJ is likely a result
ofthe stylistic bebaviour ofL-parent adolescents noted in section 5.2.1 above and discussed
in section 5.3.2 below.
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What is interesting about the stylistic behaviour ofthe preadolescent group is that it
adds to the growing body of research showing that children not only exhibit patterns of
variation for stable linguistic variables, but also for those representing change in progress
(e.g. Payne 1980; Roberts & Labov 1995; Roberts 1991). The most strilcingsupport for this
was given in section 5.2.8,wh~ stylistic variation within the preadolescent group for (awl-
2, representing (aw)-Fronting, was shown to be significant (p - .016). Unlike the changes
in progress examined in previous research, however, (aw)-Fronting has largely been
introduced to the community from an external source).
5.3.2 Stylislic siratification
As seen. seven ofthe eight· phonological variables investigated indicate a pattern of
stylistic conditioning in which the use ofCE variants increases in careful style while that of
S1£ variants decreases in this style. The only variable that does not follow this pattern is
(ar).
5.3.2.1 The ease of (ar)
As seen in section 5.2.1 above, use of the CE [OJ) variant of(ar) decreases in the
formal context while that of S1E [leJ] increases. O'An:y (1999) bas suggested that this
unusual stylistic behaviour may indicate that (ar) functions as a markerofmembership in the
local speech community. As such, speakers may aim for a more local pronunciation in
formal speech. Support for this hypothesis comes from three sources. First, speakers of L
parentage use 8m [~J] an average of48.1 % in careful style, more than any other S1£ variant
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investigatedS• In casual style, where the mean usage ofthis variant drops, the reduced mean
of34% is equaled only by the mean for the [t] variant of (t). However, because previous
research (Clarke 1986) has established [t] as both an unstigmatized feature ofS1£ and as a
female marker in the community, the high mean percentage usage ofthe slit fricative by the
young women in the sample in casual style is not surprising. The fact that the mean
percentage usage ofthe SJE variant of(ar) is so high in casual style suggests that this variant
remains strong in the face of levelling toward the CE norm. Positing (ar) as a marker of
membership in the St. John's speech community explains why this feature has not levelled
to the extent that other SJE features have.
Second, although NL-parem speakers do not use the SJE [<eJ} variant to the same
extent as their L-parent peers do, they nonetheless follow the unusual pattern of stylistic
stratification unique to (ar). This suggests that the stylistic behaviourof(ar) is anestablished
community norm, indicating that speakers do not avoid more local pronunciations in formal
contexts.
Third, as discussed earlier, L-parent adolescents reverse the unusual stylistic pattern
of(ar) and increase their use of the CE variant in careful style. One interpretation oftbis
behaviour supports the suggestion that local variants of (ar) mark membership in the St.
John's speech community. This interpretation is based on the results of attitude studies in
Newfoundland. Clarke (1982) found that in St. John's, speakers feel that for certain social
settings there is a need to master "some standard fmm of English ifthey wish to advance in
tenus ofsocio-economic status" (to3). Hampson (1982) found that speaker age is clearly
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a factor in determining attitudes in Newfoundland toward different varieties ofEnglish. She
found that while ten year olds exhibit a "flatter profile" (55), making "noticeably less
obvious discriminations between standard and non-standard dialects" (53-4)~, teenagers do
not exhibit this profile. Additionally, Hampson's research suggests that speakers look to
Toronto and "other mainland centres" (55) for their model of prestige speech. When these
results are considered in conjunction with the perspective that adolescence is "a license and
an imperative to begin acting on certain kinds of social knowledge that the age cohort has
been developing for years" (Eckert 2000:8), it is quite possible that the reversal of the
stylistic pattern by L-parent adolescents is triggered by the sociolinguistic knowledge that
(ar) functions as a marker of membership in the local speech community. If this
interpretation is correct, then the reversal is triggered by the association ofCE norms with
prestige speech and the perceived socio-economic benefits.
5.3.2.2 Innovative variants
As discussed in sections 5.25 and 5.2.8 above, mean percentage usage of the
innovative [al variant of (a:) as well as of fronted nuclei of the lawl diphthong increases in
careful style. This result is consistent with the overall stylistic pattern emerging from this
study, considering that these variants are being inlroduced inlo SJE from CEo It is ilierefore
not surprising that use of these variants should increase in a fonnal context, as this is the
general tendency associated with CE variants. However, the behaviour of the innovative
variants is not as homogenous as it might appear. As was seen in section 5.25, use of the
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innovative raj variant of(.e) increases by less than 2% in careful style, an increase that is not
significant. Increases in the use of central and front nuclei for (aw)-2 in careful style are
much greater and as shown in Table 5.5, are highly significant.
Table 5.9 Means for the variants of(re) according to style and parental origin
Style
Variant Casual Careful
L NL L NL
[aJ 8.37 14.58 4.0 22.17
(reJ 40.93 50.42 54.50 54.5
('!'] 50.70 35.0 41.80 23.53
Regarding (lr:), results presented in Chapter 3 indicate that across styles, NL.parent
speakers use the innovative [a] variant significantly more than do L-parent speakers7
(p=.00l). Moreover, it was noted in section 3.2.5 that when lbe styles are examined
separately, thedilference in usage between the parentage groups is significant in careful style
(p < .01) but not in casual style. As a result, it was suggested that (:c) Retraction and
Lowering is not making strong inroads in 8JE (see section 3.3.2.1). This suggestion is
further supported by the anomalous result that L-parent speakers actually decrease their use
of[aJ in careful style while that ofNL-pareot speakers increases. This result can be observed
in Table 5.9 above.
Unlike (re) Retraction and Lowering, (aw)-Fronting appears to be making strong
inroads into 8JE. As seen in section 5.2.8 above, however, thepattemofincursionoffronted
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nuclei into 8JE is by no means straightforward. There it was noted that the decrease in the
use ofback nuclei and the increase in the use offront nuclei are all significant in careful style
- a result that suggests that speakers attempt to approximate the innovative CE value in
formal contexts. It was also seen that when the age groups were examined separately. style
differences in the adolescent group did not prove significant, unlike those in the
preadolescent group -an indication that the style shift towards the innovative variant is more
consistent among preadolescents. finally, it was shown that stylistic conditioning was
significant for aU three variants within the L-parent group but not within the NL-parent
group. What these results do not reveal is that the means for NL.parent speakers are
consistently higher than those of L-parent speakers for innovative fronted nuclei and
consistently lower than those ofL-parent speakers for traditional back nuclei. Additionally,
wh.ile both parentage groups exhibit stylistic variation, style shifting is greater within the L-
parent group than within the NL-parent group. These trends can be seen in Table 5.10.
Table 5.10 Means for the variants of(aw}-2 according to style and parental origin
Style
Variant Careful Casual
L NL L NL
back nuclei 45.27 37.73 73.28 56.22
central nuclei 47.30 51.57 25.95 38.92
front nuclei 7.43 to.7 .76 4.86
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The sumofthese results suggests that{aw)-Fronting is stylistically conditioned in St.
John's. Fronted variants are more prevalent in careful style, and it is younger speakers and
L-parent speakers who are consistently anempting to approximate them in their formal
register. The results from Table 5.10 above suggest thatNL-parentspeakers have assimilated
the CE variants further into their phonologies than L-parent speakers have.
5.3.3 The role of parentage
In D'Arcy (1999) it was suggested that while speakers with NL parents exhibit a
certain degree of stylistic variation, those with L parents appear to make a more conscious
effon to adjust their speech toward the CE nonn in formal contexts. This same effon is
indicated by the results of the current research and can be observed in Figure 5.9.
(a) (caret) (ash) (aj) (aw)-1 (t)
• L • NL
Figure 5.9 Differences in the overall mean usage ofCE variants between
careful and casual style according to parenlal origin
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As shown earlier in this chapter, the only variable for which NL-parent speakers show a
greater degree ofstyle·sbiftingthan their L-parent peers is (t). The variables (ar) and (aw).2
are not listed because, as has been seen, the stylistic behaviourof(ar) is the opposite of that
of the other phonological variables, and wbile (aw)-2 follows the pattern of stylistic
conditioning for innovative variants, its traditional variant is forced to behave differently.
Additionally, while L·parent speakers rarely attain the mean percentage usage ofCE
variants that their NL-parent peers do in careful style, they come close to approximating it
as demonstrated by Table 5.11.
Table 5./1 Mean usage for the CE variants in careful style according to parental origin
CE Parental origin
Variant L NL
(a] 82.63 90
H 90.34 95.63
["J 54.5 54.3
raj] 82.43 92.5
[Awl 100 100
70.53 82.69
As seen in Chapter 3, NL-parent speakers tend to use more CE variants than L-pareot
speakers do regardless ofcontext and so that they should style switch to a lesser extent is a
natural consequenceofthis result. However, while it follows that NL-parentspeakers should
show less stylistic variation than L-pareut speakers as a result ofthe already high frequency
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ofCE variants in their speech, it does not necessarily follow that L-parcnt speakers should
appear to make such coasistent efforts to switch to CE norms in formal contexts. This
tendency on the part of speakers of L parentage is, however, analogous with the previous
findings in both nual and urban Newfoundland (Colbourne 1982; Clarke 1991; O'Arcy
1999) that CE features appear to be enlering the community through careful speech styles.
This "stylistic diffusion" (Clarke 1991:119) ofCE norms in Stjohn's is evidenced by the
tendency ofL-parent speakers to switch toward CE variants in careful speech.. Evidence for
this tendency was also seeD in Chapter 3 where significant differences between L and NL-
parent speakers often appear in casual style while rarely occurring in careful style'.
5.3.4 Summary
The resu1ts presented in this chapter have indicated two main stylistic trends. The
first is that mean percentage usage ofCE variants increases in careful style while the usage
of SJE variants decreases. Regarding the CE variants, it was suggested that when a choice
between innovative and conservative variants must be made in careful style, innovative
variants take precedence. Second, [...parent speal::ers exhibit greater stylistic variation than
NL·parent speakers do. It was suggested that this tendency ofL-parent speakers is indicative
of the stylistic diffusion ofCE features in SJE.
Itwas also DOted that the preadolescents in the sample are not monostylistic speakers
but in fact exhibit substantial stylistic variation. This finding supports CWTeD.t sociolinguistic
theory and is in itselfunremarkable. What is interesting about this result is that it provides
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further evidence that children use patterns of variation representing change in progress, a
striking result in the St. John's context since the influence in the cases in question comes
from an elClemai source.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
The principal aim of this thesis was to investigate phonological patterns in St. John's,
Newfoundland, to determine the extent to which parental origin influences the abilityofloca1ly born
and raised speakers to masterphonologica1 aspects ofthe local dialect. Previous research in this vein
(payne 1980; Trudgil11982,1986) has indicated that when the parenlS do not themselves speak the
local variety. individuals do not appear to learn complex rules of the local dialect which are
phonologically. morphologically. and/or lexically conditioned. This apparent failure on the part of
NL-parent speakers can presumably be attributed to the lack of early input, since it is during the
preschool years that children most actively acquire variable rules (Roberts & Labov 1995).
However. such children have little interaction with native speakers whose grammars include the local
constraints during their preschool years. None ofthc local variants investigated here, though. appear
to be subject to complex rules. In theory, therefore. according to the predictionsofthe literature (e.g.
Trudgill1982; Kerswi1l1986), the NL-parentsample should have internalized the phonetic variants
of SJE which occur variably in the speech of their L-parent peers. With one exception, these
predictions appear to have been borne out. The exception is the rounded and retracted [0] variant
of IN in words like cut and shut; and since it is a stigmatized feature ofSJE, even L-parent speakers
make little use of chis variant.
Despite appearing to have acquired the remaining features of the local variety that were
investigated, NL-parent speakers do not use them with the same frequencies as do their L-parent
peers. Indeed, in cases where an intermediate variant is available, such as [8.J]. [!!o] or [!!]. it is the
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intermediate rather than the traditional sm variant that is used with native-like frequency by NL·
parent speakers (sec: section 3.3.3 above). These variants, which are phonetically intermediate
between the traditional SJE pronunciation and that ofCE, do not canythe phonetic salience that the
more "extreme" 1lXa1 variants do. Their use does not appear to mark membership in the loc:aI speech
community to the degree that does selectionofthe tradltionalloc:aI variants, variants which are more
characteristic ofthe speech of their L-parent peers.
This difference in the use of traditional sm variants appears to have a qualitative effect, as
NL-parent speakers do not sound like their [...parent peers. As Daisy points out (see section 3.3.4),
in both St. John's and Ontario she is judged as having "a bit of an accent," raising the question of
why this should be so. It has been suggested (see section 3.3.4) that the explanation is primarily a
social one. Hampson's (1982) research on language attitudes in Newfoundland suggests that
speakers "look to Toronto and other mainland centres for their models ofprestige speech" (55), since
although SL John's upper middle class speech was preferred over other Newfoundland dialects, CE
consistently received positive judgemenlS, even scoring higher than the SL John's variety in terms
ofsolidarity (53). Several results from the current research also lend support to a social explanation
oftbe linguistic behaviourofNL-parent younger female speakers in SL John's.
The first result supporting a social explanation of the linguistic behaviour of NL-parent
speakers in St. John's emerges from the pattern of age stratification discussed in Chapter 4. There
it was shown that for the majority of the variables investigated, the adolescents tend to use more of
the CE variants than do the preadolescents in the sample. This tendency suggests that CE variants
are more highly valued in St. John's. Following Eckert (1988), social identity becomes the best
predictorofvowel qualities during adolescence, since at this age, speakers begin to adapt "an already
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robust sociolinguistic compctcocc to a new set of social meanings" (2000:8). Accordingly, L and
NL-parentadolescents alike use more CE variants, and fewer 51£ variants, than their preadolescent
peers do, to the extent that they appear to modify their speech. For example, recal..I Figures 4.5 and
4.8, which display resu.lts from the free conversation segments ofthe interviews. Here it can be seen
that in the unmonitored speech style, the adolescents use more CE features than their preadolescent
p«ndo.
Another result supporting a social explanation of the linguistic behaviour ofthe NL-parent
sample is that, as seen in Chapter 5, for all but one of the local features investigated, namely [cJl,
use ofthe 51£ variants decreases in careful style. This result supports Hampson's (1982) conclusion
that speakers look 10 urban centres of the Canadian mainland for their model of prestige spee<:h,
since the decrease in the use of local features in the formal context is accompanied by an increase
in the use oftbose ofCE. This is also an intriguing result because it corroborates earlier indications
ofa"stylistic diffusion" (Clarke 1991:119)ofmainland features in both nuaJ(e.g. Colbourne 1982)
and urbanNewfoundland (e.g. Clarlc.e 1991, 0'Arcy 1999). Sucb findings suggest that sound change
in S1£ is proceeding from above the level ofconsciousness, entering the community through more
formal speech styles.
This last finding raises an interesting point tegaroing the nature of linguistic change in St.
John's. Following the claims of Weinreich. Labov and Herzog (1968) that changes move
systematically through space (cf Milroy & Milroy 1985), it appears that geographically, much
ongoing phonological change in thecommwlity is moving in from the Canadian mainland. Socially,
it appears to be being introduced from above, entering through careful speech styles. The current
research sheds light on the actuation of linguistic innovation in the SI. John's speech community.
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It was seen insection 3.3.2 that the dissemination oftv.to CE innovations, namely(z:) Retractionand
Loweringand (aw)-Fronting, appears to be led by NL-parent speakers. Even in careful style, where,
according to the general trend suggested by this re5ean:h, we might expect speakers to aim for CE
norms, the L·parent speakers in the sample use the innovative [a] variant of Iz:/ significantly less
often than do their NL-parent peers, managing a mean. percentage usage ofonly 4% as compared [0
the 22.17"/0 mean usage of the NL-parent speaker sample (see 3.3.2.1 above). Regarding (aw)~
Fronting, significantdifferc:nces occur between the adolescent parentage groups in their use ofback
and central nuclei, particularly in casual style (see section3.3.2.2). The significance ofthese results
is that they indicate that those in the vanguard oflinguistic change in St. John's are precisely those
predicted by Milroy and Milroy (1985), wbo have argaJed that close network ties result in a 'nOIDl-
enforcement mechanism', whereby innovations are resisted. The implication ofsuch an argument
is that loose network ties can be associated with linguistic change, since speakers with weak ties are
most vulnerable to changes originating outside the network. This seems to be the case in St. John's;
those whose social networks, as a result of their parents' background, include fewer long.term
residents ofthe community and who accordingly, are less embedded in the local community, appear
to be precisely those responsible for diffusing features originating outside the community.
Following Milroy andMilroy(l985), NL-pareot speakers in St. John's are more likely to be
innovators and not early adopters, since early adopters are "central members of the group, having
strong ties within it" (367). Innovators, on the other hand, are peripheral members of the adopting
group and have many weak ties to other groups (368) _ In order for the CE innovations to spread
within the St. John's speech community and truly consti"tute examples oflioguistic change, they must
diffuse into the group from the innovators through eaxly adopters and ooward. For this to occur,
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Milroy and Milroy (1985) assume that the innovations are associated with "some kind of prestige,
either overt or covert" (368). Since previous research bas shown that speakers look to urban
Canadian mainland centres for their model ofprestige speech (Hampson 1982) and that CE features
are adopted in more formal speech styles in St. John's (Clarke 1991; 0'AIcy 1999), it is likely that
the innovations will be considered prestigious. Thc low mean percentage usage of the CE
innovations by L-parent speakers may therefore constitutc a rare glimpse of the early adoption of
linguistic innovation.
In conclusion, the current research has shed further light on the process of linguistic
innovation and change, suggesting that it is those whose ties to the local community are less deeply
embedded who are responsible for introducing innovations in St. John's. Moreover, the results of
this research indicate that dialect acquisition goes beyond mastery. That is, phonological
differentiations berween L and NL-parcnt speakers can be found at the level ofperfonnance and are
not limited to competence issues as was the case in Paync's (1980) and Trudgill's (1982,1986)
research. It has been shown that in St. John's, success in the acquisition of native speaker
competency by speakers with NL parents docs not appear to be primarily affected by the number of
phonological, morphological, or lexical constraints their grammars can incorporate, since the local
features investigated do not seem to be conditioned in these manners. Instead, the social evaluation
of local dialect features seems to b~ playa major role in the acquisition of local phonological
patterns.
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Nota
Notu to Chapter I
There have also been studies focusing on accommodation in the speech ofadults in
situations of dialect contact (e.g., Kerswill 1994). While the distinction between
accommodation and acquisition is somewhat hazy, I understand acquisition in the
sense of"nonephemeral acquisitions" that do not result from modifications ofaccent
according to interlocutor (see Chambers 1992:675).
In this thesis, a complex phonological rule is one that is linguistically constrained,
be it phonologically, morphologically and lor lexically.
Weak: "'mooosyUabic words whose nucleus may be reduced to schwa" (payne
1980:158).
These rules have no "phonological, morphological, or lexical constraints" (Kerswill
1996:187).
For an account of English emigration to Newfoundland, see Handcock 1989.
1bepopulation ofSt. John's is relatively homogenous; the 1996 census data indicates
that almost 88% is composed of native Newfoundlanders. Canadians from other
provinces account for6.46% ofthe city's population, while 5.76% oftbe population
arc immigrants (Statistics Canada 1999).
Palatalized IlJ is not a singularly Irish feature; it was also brought to Newfoundland
by Scottish and French settlers (paddock 198Ia:618).
The alveolar stop variants are also a feature ofsome West Country English varieties,
although their distribution in these varieties is more restricted and more complicated
than in those ofIE (Clarke 1986:69). Additiooally, affricated variants and, although
uncommon, post+vocalic labiodental fricativesalsooccur in areasofthe island settled
bytbe West Country Eoglish (Colbourne 1982:14).
The monophthongal variants of lei and 101 also share a source with West Countly
English (Clarke 1986:69).
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10 This is not to say that these variables are exclusive to CE., but simply that they have
been noted by various scholars as distinguishing marIcers of Canadian EngJish
vis4·vis the United States (de Wolf 1992:30). See for example Avis 1973b; Bailey
1982; Wells 1982; de Wolfl988,1990,l992; Woods 1999.
II Labov ootes that the stability of short a is not absolute in the third dialect ofNorth
American English, since before a nasal consonant the vowel is raised (l991;30).
12 The designation of "Canadian" to this rule is misleading. since the raising process
is not geographically limited to Canada, but also occurs in parts ofthe United States
such as Virginia, South Carolina, and Martha's Vineyard (Chambers 1973; Trudgill
1985). Chambers remarks, however, that CE appears to be the only dialect in which
pre-voiceless raising applies simultaneously to both the (aj) and (aw) diphthongs
(1989:77).
13 Although Canadian Raising can also occur in the environment preceding the
sequence InCl (Chambers 1973), the focus in this study is the pre-voiceless
envirorunent.
Notes to Chapter 2
A copy of the Background Questionnaire is provided in Appendix A.
As a result of the religious segregation of the denominational school system
discussed section 1.2.2, previous studies of Newfoundland dialects have included
religion (or-ethnic origin) as independent variables (e.g. Paddock 1981b; Reid 1981;
Clazke 1986). Clarke (1986), however, found that in SL lohn's, religion is only
significant for the use ofpaJataliz.edN. Consequently, religion has DOt been included
in tbe current study. Participants were not asked their religion, and unless it came up
during the Free Conversation segment of the interviews, this is unknown by the
intetViewer and has DOt been considered herein.
Please refer to Appendix B for a profile ofeach oftbe participants at the time of the
interviews.
As will be discussed in section 2.6, two sessions of imerviews were conducted. At
the time of the first interviews, April 1999, the preadolescents were all between the
ages of8 and II. A second interview session was conducted in February 2000, by
which time one of the 11 year olds bad turned 12. Appendix B fists the ages of
individual participants.
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Thomas (forthcoming) shows the phonetic realization of this variable in 8JE to be
slightly backof/rel; this backing is due to coarticulation with [J).
The [a] variant representing the CE innovative lowered and retracted variant of (a:)
is intended to capture the phonetic continuum between higher-low front Ia:! and low
central/al. Shortofspectrographic analysis, every effort toward Cl)nsistency has been
made when determining whether a token represents either [a:] or [a].
While fronting of the nucleus is found in Newfoundland as a reflex: of southwest
English. varieties (Lanari 1994), it is most noticeable offthe Avalon Peninsula That
said, 8JE has not been without influence from these varieties.
Although it is genemlly the practice to include more than two stylistic contexts in
sociolinguistic research, the unreliability ofreading passages in the elicitation ofan
intennediate stylistic level (see for example Milroy 1980 or Davis 1983) was seen as
sufficient motivation to examine only two stylistic contexts. Additionally, previous
research (0'Arcy 1999) indicates that style-switching by local and non-local-parent
speakers in S1. John's can be captured by eliciting two contextual styles.
One of the II year olds did not wish to participate again; her original sample of
careful speech was used in the analysis. For this reason, fewer tokens from the
formal register were collected from the group ofL-parent preadolescents than from
the rest of the participant groups (see Appendix D, Tables DI and D2).
10 In instances where the word in question occurs frequently in free conversation (e.g.
right, like), occurrences in the flrst fifteen minutes of group conversation were
excluded; only later occurrences were analyzed. This decision was based on the
belief of the interviewer that as the interview progressed, the participants became
more comfortable with both the context and with the interviewer, enabling the
operation of group dynamics and the production of speech more resembling the
vernacular ofthe participants.
11 As with the upper limit offive occurrences ofa word, if more than 35 tokens ofa
variable were collected for a participant, the earlier tokens were excluded. and only
the tokellS occurring later in the conversation were quantified.
l2 For a summary of the ANOVAs run, please see Appendix E.
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Notes to Chapter 3
Unless otherwise noted,. results presented in this chapter refer to both styles
simultaneously. Moreover, any discussion of the results for the parentage groups
refers to both age groups concurrently unless explicit reference bas been made
otherwise.
NL-parent preadolescents use theCE [aI] variant an averageof61.86% across styles,
while their L-parentpeers use it an average ofonly 21.98% (p =-.017, F = 7.31, df=-
1I14).
For details see section 5.2.2 in Chapter 5.
The difference in the mean percentage usage of raj between L and NL-parent
preadolescents is also significant when the conversational styles are considered
together(p = .033, F = 5.63, df= 1/14).
This lack ofsignificance between the results for the adolescent parentage groups for
the [::>] variant is most likely due to the dissimilar usage ofthis variant in casual style
within the groupofL-parent adolescents. Please refer to Appendix D, Table D3.
Both instances of 8JE [Aj] in the elsewhere envirorunent were produced by L-parent
speakers in free conversation. One was produced by a preadolescent and the other
by an adolescent.
All six of these instances occurred before a tautosyllabic voiceless stop. Before a
tautosyllabic voiceless fricative or affricate, raising ofthe nucleus always occurred.
The low means for front nuclei are not unusua1. Hung et aI. (1993) and Chambers
& Hardwick (1986) found that the favoured fronted nucleus is a central, rather than
a front, vowel.
When the age groups are collapsed and the results from free conversation for all L
and NL-parent speakers are compared, the differences are not significant. It is
interesting to note, however, that while insignificant, they are only marginally so: the
significance of the results for back nuclei is .051, and for central nuclei, .052.
10 In the Esling & Warkentyne (1993) data, younger speakers are those under 40. The
Clarke et aI. (1995) sample consists of southern Ontario speakers in their 20s.
III
11 These figures do DOt include the pre-nasal environment. When this environment is
left intact, L-parcnt speakers use the SJE [~J variant almost twice as often as do their
NL-pareut peetS, averaging 37.5% in comparison to the NL mean of 19.82%.
12 Maddy's mean for central nuclei with the lawl wphthong in free conveJSation is
31.58%; Aly's, the highest, is 50%. Admittedly, AIy's mean may be artificially
inflated since she uttered only 8 tokens of lawl during her group interview.
Notes to Chapter"
Unless otherwise noted, any discussion of preadolescents or adolescents refers to
both parentage groups simultaneously. Furthermore, any wscussion ofthe results for
the age groups refers to both styles concurrently unless explicit reference has been
made otherwise.
Recall from section 3.2.2 that only the results from careful style have been included
in any analyses of(tr}.
Recall from section 3.2.6 that only the results for (aj) in the raising environment \ViII
be discussed.
The difference of12.36% between L-parent preadolescents and adolescents in the use
ofback nuclei in free conversation is not significanl. Allbough differences between
the NL-pareut age groups have not been wscussed here, it is worth noting that NL-
parent adolescents use back nuclei an average of29.07% less in free conversation
than their preadolescent peers do, a difference which is just short of significance
(p-.057).
For a discussion of the validity of apparent time as an analytical tool, see Bailey,
Wtlke, TiUeryand Sand (I991).
Because the group of NL-parenl speakers never used SJE [:I], no pattern of age
stratification is JX)ssible for this variant.
Notes to Chapter 5
In this chapter, "overall" results are those ofall participants irrespective ofparentage
and age groups, unless specified otherwise.
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NL-parent speakers decrease theiruseofbacknuclei by 18.-49"/0 incareful style. This
difference is significant at the .05 level.. although barely so (P ....049, F - 4.66,
df=1I14).
Refer to note 7 ofChapter 2.
RocaJl from section 5.2.2 that the variable (n) was not ~cluded in the analysis of
style.
The only other SJE variant that comes close to approximating the mean percentage
usage of[aeJ} by L-parent speakers in careful style is the [~] variant of (ae), which
occurs an average of41.5%. This figure is misleading, bo~ver, since the pre-nasal
environment favours raising. lfthis environment is omitted, this mean for the raised
SJE variant falls to 27.5%.
The terms standard and non-standard do not reflect thUs author's views of the
Canadian varieties ofEnglisb.
Across styles, the mean percentage usage ofNL-pacent speakers for the innovative
[aJ variantof(se) is 18.22%, while that ofL.parent speaker.; is 6.27%.
In Chapter 3, where parental origin functiooed as the indepoendent socia! variable, L
and NL-parent speakers were significantly differentiated in casual style for five ofthe
phonological variables (accounting for seven variants). Significant differences
between the parentage groups in careful style appeared for only two ofthe variables
(accounting for three variants).
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Appendix A
Participant backgrouad iDformatioD form
Please fill in the following infonnation as accurately as possible. If you are uncomfonablc
answering any of the questions, please leave them blank.
L Yourname: _
2. Yourage: __
3. Your place of birth: city _
provincc _
4. Have you always lived in Newfoundland? (circle one) Y N
lfNO: a) Where else have you lived? _
b) How old were you when you moved there? _
c) How old were you when you moved baek to NF? _
S. What is your first language? _
6. What is your mother's flf'St language1 _
7. What is your father's filS1language1 _
8. Mother'splaceofbirth: _
Ifnot Newfoundland, she moved here at what age?__
9. Fathu·splaccofbirth: _
IfnOI Newfoundland, he moved here at what age?__
10. Molher'soccupation: _
II. Mother's levelofeducation: _
12. Father'soccupation: _
13. Father's level ofeducation: _
Thank you vert much.
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Appendix B
ParticipJlnt promes at tbe time of tbe iDlervi~{s)
Prndolesants
Code
s""'"
Emili
Faith
MoUr
Aly
Maddy
Danielle
Suzie
Code
Jessica
Julie
Lori
O"'Y
Jedssia
All"
Ann
Age: Motber's origin Fatber's originIntervi~l Interview 2'
8 Newfoundland Newfoundland
9 9 Newfoundland Newfoundland
10 11 Newfoundland Newfoundland
11 ~ Newfoundland Toronto
8 9 Churchill, Manitoba Port Angeles, U.S.
8 9 Toronto Chicago. U.S.
10 11 Montreal London, U.K.
11 12 Toronto Chica20. U.S.
Adolescents
A8e Mother's origin Father's origin
1. Newfoundland Newfoundland
1. Newfoundland Newfoundland
17 Newfoundland Newfoundland
17 Newfoundland Newfoundland
1. Toronto Toronto
17 Saint John, N.B. Middleton, N.S.
17 Montreal London, u.K.
17 Montreal Toronto
I Please refer to section 2.6.
2 Molly elected not 10 participate in a se'Cond intervieW; her data from the preliminllIY word list
were used for the analysis of careful speech. Although her father was bom in Toronto. both of his
parents were NewfourKllanders and he returned 10 the province at the IIge of two. As such. il is
unlikely that his time in ToronlO had any marked influence on his speech.
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AppeDdixC
Wonllist
I. (ar) (n= 10)
~l-=-.""-.""""'-.-:"'-.-'-b""izane-------------­
~card.start.Bart,hard,park
2. (er) (n = 10)
c-;lrH-my-.-m-my-.G-",,-.-gua<an--tee-.-bane--I.-can-·-bo-u,-arn>-w-.-~-tb-o-u,-man-·tun-·-,-.
L=.-Jparallel
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7. (aw)-l (n'"' 10)
II C (-voice] lout, pout, stout, doubt, about, south. mouth. bouse, mouse, couch
8. (aw}-2 (n - 20)
9. (t) (n = 13)
II ## Ipot, cot, height, write, out, pout, stout, doubt, about, cut, shut, mat,. rat
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el .. :;; ::J
..;l; l'l
j ~ " ~I ~.,
...
z
...
z
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<l :iii :iii ;:
~ g
-
.
"
:;: ~ :l: ;l; :<l
~ ~ ~ :l: S
"
:l: ~ ~ ~
"
I': :iii
- " el:;: el ell'! !E
l:<:;::;;: I':I IO ~
Ii :l: ~:l:; :l:1:iii~
I" :<: ~ '" I': 1"1~!'1 .!!
~l-I-t-'+-+-H--'i
j 1
" ~ Rt ~ ~E.,
! ":ll
.::
Table Dl Tokens pel" variant L-parentspeakers in careful style
Prn.dolaceats Adolescents
ariabl V.riant
Sanb Emili Faith Molly >...... Julie Lori Ma~
{aJ] 2 • • • I 3 8
"(ar) {~I S 3 I 3 2 2 I •
{El] 3 7 9 6 7 S I •
["I 10 7 10 3 10 8 10 10(£r)
[~I • 2 • • • 2 • •
(al 23 22 S 4 19 21 21 24
(a) [II • I 7 • 3 I I •
al • • 10 • 2 2 I •
['1 18 19 16 6 18 14 20 20
(.) ~I I I 2 • 2 4 • •
('1 I • I • • 2 • •
[al I • • • • • 3 4
(z) [zl 2' 16 8 2 12 I' 20 21
(~l 7 12 2. 2 16 18 S 3
(aj] 10 10 10 4 10 10 10 10
(an (aj] 9 9 S 4 9 S 10 10
1I.i] I I S • I S • •
Id II
"
12 S II 12 12 10(.",)-1
'aw • • • • • • • •
back IS 4 S 4 S II 13 10
(aw}-2 "","'" S 14 14 3 II 8 7 8
r",,,, •
, , 2 4 1 • 2
['I 10 s 13 2 6 S 13 13(t) [tl 3 8 • 2 7 8 • •
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Table D1 Tokens F variant: lrparent speakers in casual style
.riabh
Preadolescents Adolescents
V.riut
Sarah Emili Faith Molly J~"" Julie Lori !\fa",
raJ] I 2 8 7 • 3 • 7
(u) [~J I , • 2
, 2 , •
[""I 3 3 • 3 7 l , •
[~I 2 • 7 - 2 - I I(t:r) [""I • 3 • - • • •-
raj 12 II 8 2. 8 22 24 32
(a) [0] 2 2 , , 7 , , •
[aJ , • II 7 I'
, 2 •
['1 21 I' 2. 26 18 2. 28 31
(.) r.1 • • 3 2 7 , 2 •
[01 • •
, 2 10 7 • •
[al I I • I • • 8 7
(z) [oj I. , •
, I' , 13 18
[~] 17 I. 24 13 12 21 7 ,
raj] 10 I' I' , 17 I' 2. 2.
(aJ) [aj] , 12 12 I. 7 7 I' 10
[Aj] • • 8 • II I. I •
m~ 7 7 II 7 7 , 12 10(.",)-1
low • • • I • I I •
back 8 • I'
, I' 12 13 12
(.",)-2 central I • 3 2
,
• 8 •
Irom • I • • • • • •
['1 I' I' 27 I' I'
"
22 26
(I)
• 3 3 • II 13 7 2
12'
Table D4 Tokens per variant: NL-parent speakers in careful style
Prndolesallts Adoksceats
arillbl Variaat
AmAI. Mad. Daaidk Som. Da;", Jedssia Au
[m) 0 S 7 10 7 7 , ,
(ar) [~) I 4 3 0 3 3 2 2
[~J 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[,,) 10 10 9 10 10 10 7 10(er)
[~) 0 0 I 0 0 0 2 0
[a] II 23 22 23 22 23 23 24
(.) [.J II I 2 I I I 0 0
[.J 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[A] 11 20
"
20 20
"
20 20
(A) l!>] 3 0 2 0 0 2 0 0
[0] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[.] I • I 9 • 4 7 10
(2) [EJ IS IS 11 12 13 11 IS 13
(~] 10 3 10 7 , 7 4 ,
[ajJ 10 9 10 10 10 • 9 10
(aj) (aj] 4 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
["j] , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
mid 10 II 10 10 10 10 9 10(awH
law 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
"""
, , , 13 3 13 S ,
(aw)-1 central 10 10 10 7 IS 7 10 12
fro", , 4 2 0 2 0 3 I
[<J 13 13 S 12 13 12 , 12(,)
0 0 7 I 0 I , I
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ariabk
PreadoleKeats Adolesaats
Variaat D-'- AI-Alv Madd DaakII, SllZie Jedssia A..
[mJ I
"
I' II II
"
2' 2.
Car) [~I I , S , , •
, I
[~I • 0 • • I 2 • •
[~I - •
, I
- -
I 2
Ctr)
[~J]
- • • • - - 4 •
raj • 2. 31 2. 24 2S 2. 32
{.J [.J , 4 I J 7 4 3 •
[.J J 0 0 • I 3 0 •
[AJ I' 30 31 30 2. 2. 3. 30
(A) [,J • • • • I S • •
[01 • 0 • • • • • •
[.J 12 IS , J S I 7 •
(zJ [zl 2 4 14 IJ IS 12 2. 20
[~l II II • IJ I' 18 • •
[..1 12 14 IS IS 18 17 12 17
(an [ajl 7 14 IJ IS 14 12 21 I'
[lI.j] I 2 • • I 4 0 •
mid , • is 13 13 10 14
"(a"")-1 law J • • • 0 • • •
bad 4 IJ is 2. • 14 is is
(a"","2 central 4 • • 2 14 • 17 14
fro", • 0 • •
, I 3 0
[.J I. 23 24 2S I. 2. 24 27
(')
tl 0 2 • 2 II 10 • J
12'
IndelH'odeot variable
Panatal
Origia
Style
Appendix E
Summary ofODe-Way ANOVAI
ODe-Way ANOVA
Preadolcscents: NL v L in careful style
Preadok:scents: NL v L in casual style
Preadolescents: NL v L
Adolescents: NL v L in careful style
Adolescents: NL v L in casual style
Adolescents: NL v L
NLv L in careful style
NL v L in casual style
NLvL
L-parents: Preadolescents v Adolescents in careful style
L·parents: Preadolescents v Adolescents in casual style
L.parents: Preadolescents v Adolescents
NL-parents: Preadolescents v Adolescents in careful style
NL-parents: P=ldolescents v Adolescents in casual style
NL-parents: Preadolescents v Adolescents
Preadolescents v Adolescents in carefut-style
Preado1esceots v Adolescents in casual style
Prudolescents v Adolescalts
l-parent preadolescents: ~ful v Casual
L-parenl adolescents: Careful v Casual
L-parents: Careful v Casual
NL-parent preadolescents: Careful v Casual
NL-parent adolescents: Careful v Casual
NL-parents: Careful v Casual
Preadolescents: Careful v Casual
Adolesccnts: Careful v Casual
Careful v Casual
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